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Due to a Complication of Diseases.
Strong 03 All Grades of Lcaf and Firm Os Two New Patients Were Brea/1111h) Hcpkins-
Lugs. vele Monday Afternoon.
AGED AND HIGHLY ESTEEMED CIT ZEN' FARMERS STILL HOLD FOR BIG PRICES.
Squire Bathurst E. Randolph, one of
the oldest and most highly respected
citizens of Hopkinsville,died if an early
hour I: s Fr.day after a brief illness
Death, due to a complication of diseases,
came at 3 o'clock.
His familiar figure had bee6 missed
from the streets only a few days and
the news of bis death will be learned
with surprise as well as with !great re-
gret by a wide circle of friende and ac-
quaintances.
Native of this County
The deceased was a uative of this
county, and was a resident of Hopkins-
yule for many years, being intimately
connected with the growth and pros.
penty of the towu. He was llorn near
this city in the month of Itleecember
1•25. His early life was spent on a
farm. Ile was married abOut fifty
years ago to Miss Lizzie !Glass, a
daughter of the late Zichariah! Gime, a
prominent and wealthy man. She died
in 1S58. Three daughters were ihe result
of this union-Mrs. George t Lander,
Mrs. William Reeder, and Mrs. Houston
Boales.
Excellent Qualities.
'Squire Randolph was a maieof many
excellent qualities of mind arid heart.
His native intelligence was of h super-
ior order.and he possessed a good educe
tion.
He was a great reader, and was one
of the best posted men on all aribjects in
the community. Up to the time that
he was stricken with his final iEnees he
took a lively interest in politics and cor-
rect events. He had enzaged in sever-
al business ventures. He operated a suc-
cessful lime kiln and brick yird, and
for a number of years was in the tobac-
co business.
Well Known and Liked;
Few meta in Christian county were
better known and liked than she de-
ceased. His friends were limited ocly
by the circle of his acquaintance.
He was a man of strict honor and ic-
tegrity, and unblemished charaCter. He
was a life-long and conti-tent ehristien
and a member of the Ninth St. • Presby-
terian church For years he was a mein
ber of the Christian County Fiseel Court
and served several terms as a member of
the Board of Commiesioners of the Wes-
tern Asylum for the Insane. lie (-cell-
pied other cffices of honor and trust dur-
leg his long and useful career and al-
ways in a manner that proved 'lila fli-
ciency and in every way reflected credit
upon him.
Funeral Services. ,
Funeral eervi-es were held! Friday
afternoon at the residence of Me Geoiste
Lander, a eion•in-law of the disceased,
on North Liberty so eet, condocted by
Dr. W. L. Nourse, pastor of the Ninth
street Presbyterian church. The honor-
ary casket-bearers were the thembers
of the 1e25 Club, of which the deceased
was an honored member.
Harry Buckner Injured: •
--
Mr. Harry Buckner, of Loneview,was
the victim of an extremely paiefal ac-
cident Friday. While attempting to
•tep from his buggy to a porch, his foot
became entangled in a lap-robe. He
Lost his balance and fell to the ground.
All his weight fell on his right arm, the
Large bone of which was broken;
- -
L. & N. Earnings.
The earnings of the Loublville &
Nashville for the first week in Novem-
ber showed a decided improvement over
Last month. There was an increase of
$25,000 in the total gross earnings. Pas-
senger business still shows a decrees*
from last year, but it is not so great as
during the preceding wee kg. Freight
earnings are very satisfactory.
•
Catarrh is • Dumas*.
Which requires a constitutional remedy.
It cannot be cured by local application.
Hood's SaresparlIla is wonderfully suc-
cessful in caring catarrh becaueeit erad-
icates from the blood the eciofulous
taints which caw* it. Sufferets with
catarrh find a cure in Hood's *armpit-
rilla even after other remedies utterly
fail.
Hood's Pills are prompt, efficient, al-
ways reliable, easy to take, easy to ope-
rate.
Judge Cook's Job.
Judge Cook. in the Murray ;tielicial
district, will have about 200 applications
for /taste! Cousinispioner to ronSider he.
fore making his appoiutineuts.4-Louis•
ville Post.
No Cure-No Pay.
That is the way all druggists sell
Grove's Tasteless Chill Tonic for chills
and malaria. It is simply iron end qui-
nine in a tasteless form. Childsen love
it. Adults prefer it to bitter, nauseat-
ing tonics. Price, 50e. t&s d&w 6m
"Ism NV ?eon old, mud have used ehent er is.
OM 0 and lain ream/Ian that base rev, • Arent
my iii. add foe Use Imbeds of the ender -A sr , ear
that I b••• neer and any nowt • .1,W t• I Marra
Platy Tnellova• It ern sum •It ••n4 I ••• ••• •••
lief In grippe as er.11 e•rtybo ill.




is sold by sniwassasta or *Put un,n reciript
of prise-tie_ See. ea••1 Si •,•••r tudt•••
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SPLENDID SUCCESS. CLAIMS OLD CITIZEN. MARKET LAST WEEK. A HOT BED OF LUNACY. IN HIS NATIVE HEATH.
Fireworks Delight Thous- 'Squire Randolph Passes The Quality of Offerings Daviess County Furnish The Remains ofan Argonaut
ands of People. From Mortal Life. Was Quite Poor. Asylum Inmates. Rest in Peace.
WONDERFUL DISPLAY. LAST FRIDAY MORNING. RECEIPTS AND SALES. MANY ARE IMBECILES. THE BLAKEY FORTUNE.
Everyeidy Astonished at Ilia Magnitude and The Death, Which Was Rather Stridden, Was
Magnifieence
GRATEFUL TO MESSRS MERCER AND DUE
The people of Hopkiusvilie owe Mr.
S J. Mercer a debt of gratitude for pro-
•iding the magnificent eutertaintueut
at Mercer park last week.
A Revelatiln.
To the majority of the persons present
the exhibition was a revelation, and the
elaborateness surpassed the anticipation
of every one. Nothing approaching its
grandeur and gorgeous beauty had
ever been men in Kentucky, and, true
to the promise of the management, the
di-play eclipsed any given at the Ten-
neesee Centennial Exposition.
Beg Crowd.
The crowd of spectators inside the
park numbered probably two thousand.
Every seat in the large and commodi-
ously arranged stand was occupied. A
more advantageous location for a dis-
play of fireworks could not be found
anyw here.
Outside the park were thousands of
people who, whi e unable to see any of
Wee numerous ground figures, witnessed
that part of the big show that took place
high up in the skies.
There was a delay of a half hour be-
fore the entertainment was inaugurat-
ed, but the t. eopie were amply repaid
for their patience.
Shouts of Pleasure.
A few minutes pest eight o'clock, the
entire sureoundings were illuminated in
beautiful colors, sod before these were
extinguished the heavens were suddenly
tilled with rockets and shells, which ex-
ploded and displayed wonderful combi-
nations uf varied colors, gulden rain,
meteors, electric stars, pearl drops and
ailver snakes. Shouts of pleasure greet-
ed this lovely display.
At intervals during the evening, simi-
lar flights made the skies brilliant with
the intermingled colors from showers of
stars, fiyieg doves floating lights, golden
spurs, silver spreades and serpents, tuid
ell novelties known in the pyrotechnic
art.
Four Portralt•.
Four portraits were burned. The first
was the picture of Miss Katie 3e1cDauiel,
Superintendent of Public Schools. This,
was easily recognised by those familiar
with the features of that popular lady.
The next was Abraham Linc:oln. Fol-
lowing this was an excellent represen-
tation of Mr. Jelin C. Latham, which
was received with loud applause. The
last portrai: was of Miss Bell Moore, an
attractive member of the As You Like
It Club.
The little folks- ind there were hun-
dreds of them there, owing to the
liberality of the management in admit-
ting free of tharsre all under twelve
years of ag. - specially enjoyed the
automatic figures, and shrieked with de-
light when the flaming image of • man
trundled a burning wheel-barrow,
howled with happiness at the mervel-
one performance of a grotesque gymnast
and went into f e3tacies of joy over the
•,•td -.1 • p.m .•.t.
r f the exhibition pieces
de-tioe mecription. The "Aluminum
Stiewer Wtieel," and its accompaning
cassiee, throwing out connuaous streams
of tire, was bewilderingly lovely. The
conclusion, the "Battle of Sebastopol,"
was a fitting climax to the grand ex-
hibition. It consisted of a number of
superb set figures, brilliantly abaze,
from which there was a general bom-
bardment with shells, rockets, candles,
comets, sane issione , w h ir I milts.
The following speaks for deed.
Hopkinsville, Ky., Nov. 12, '97.
A. L. DUE FIBEWORE.3 Co. :-
Gentlemen : The fireworks display of
your company, given in Mercer Park,
last evening, under the direction of your
Mr. John Due merits far more than a
Passing compliment, in the opinion of
the delighted thousands who witnessed
the magnificent, unrivaled exhibit. It
was a presentation of the highest order
of pynotechanic art, directed by great
technical skill, in a bewildering kalei-
cloecopic variety, combining the sublime
and the beautiful. The exh 'et made a
new era in public amusement. in Ken-
tucky, and all who 'taw it will tr -mute
it in memory forever. Your company
made wonderfully large promisee nd
fuifilled them to the letter.
K. D. Kelly, jeweler; W. T. Tandy,
cashier City Bank; J. E. McPherson,
cashier Bank of Hopkinsville, Jno. Fel-
and, Jr. ; J. M. Moayon, AL L. Elb.
Galbreath & Ennis', 0. E. Layne, H. M.
Bryan & Co , C. K. Latham, Petree &
Co , Mammoth Clothing et Shoe Co., T.
AA Jones, merchants; C. M. Meacham,
editor Kentuckian ; Geo. E. Long, First
National Bank; R C. Hardwark, drug+
and jewelry ; Mercer & Mercer, insur-
ance. agent-, and tau other cilizensaner-
chanta, lawyers, clergymen and physi-
cians.
scene: Farmhouse kitchen at break-
fast Friday morning. John and Ed-
mund, gentlemen of high color in earn-
est colloquy.
John; "Wuz dem palates good, sure
'nough?''
Ed; "Good? My lord! good ain't
no word at all. Di-re wax a nice young
lady with golden hair all hangin' down
her back an' blue an' red an' yellow
stars all over her clothes like de jewels
in Mr Mike Kelly's window, an' under
her was a piece of readin' which said :
" 'Here's a lady ! How you like her?"
-o-
Mr. John Due, the fire-fiend, is a
jewel, say all the women, who raved ov-
er hie jewelled fan, and all the children
who raved over his circus-man and his
elephant. Every ens, Christian or Jew,
W55 loth to bid him adieu, for his audi-
ence anjudirated him the prime of pyro-
Whin/its. His name will long shine
lake a resplendent star over peaceful
cottages, trees, vines and roses of Mer-
cer park. Come again, John, when the
roses bloom again, and five thousand
men, women and children will greet
your coming.
--0-
One oft 's brilliant rockets lastnight
was a lir Jrrotic and shooting madly
from its sphere, scattered a few flakes
of lire on the fear stricken crowd. A
raging mouse rampant in a missionary
sewing circle was not a circumstance.
And as an object lemon in Pompeia
history it was worth the price of ad-
mission.
•
Gish & Garner's Wild Goose Lin-t
ment cares rheumatism and neuralgia.
I Teaches the Spot. At all druggists.
w3mo.
A local broker writes as follows
concerning the Hopkinsville tobacco
market:
"Our receipts for last week were 85
blots; offerings 494; sales (public and
private) 356; rejections 163. The quali-
Quality Poor.
ty of offerings was quite poor and a
large proportion was common lugs. On-
ly a very few hogsheads of good me•
dium leaf appeared and these Fold at
very satisfactory prices. The market
was very strong on all grades of leaf
and firm on lugs The weather for the
past week has been quite favorable for
handling loose tobacco in the barn, and
quite a good deal has be•ed put in bulk
aad stripping has commenced. There
is little or no excitement now in the
Still Holding.
country, but farmers are still holding
their crops for big prices, and but com-
paratively little buying is going on. We
quote:
LUUS.
Trash   2 25eit 2 75
Common  3 0000 50
Medium 3 7.30t4 25
Good   4 30015 00
Fine ..  5 25es 5 50
LEAF.
Low    5 50016 50
Common   7 00(4 8 50





Born, Monday, to the wife of Mr.
Ed A. Morris, 's ho resides near the
Western Asylum, a ten•pound boy.
Church Improved.
The Christian Church will be enlarg-
ed and improved appearance in the
near future. The additions contemplat-
ed will cost $1 So°. About half the
amount needed to pay for the work was





Rev. J. 0. Rust, of Nashville, Tenn.,
the eloquent and popular pastor of the
Edge field Baptist church, has accepted
an invitation to supply the pulpit of the
Washington-avenue church, Brooklyn,




Mr. Henry Williams, formerly of Gra-
cey, and now news editor of the Park
City Times, has announced himself a
candidate for Enrolling Clerk of the
Lower House of the next General As-
sembly t f Kentucky. His many Chris-
tian county friends will '•pull" for him.
Candidates for Congress.
Col. Henry D. Allen. of Union, got
out and mixed with the people durirg
the recent campaign, laying the ground-
work for his candidacy fer Cougrees in
the Second district, remarks the Louis-
ville Post. Lawrence Tanner, Wm.
McLain, Col. Fletcher Dempsey, Ed.
Kelly, and a half a dozou others are
waiting for entry blanks in the same
ring.
FOR SALE.
Three homes and lots, situated on
Seventeenth street, Hopkinsville, Ky..
one a two-story house and other two
cottagrs. Good neighborhood. Prices
and terant reasonable.
d&w• If HUNTER WOOD & SON.
Two Sunday Marriages.
Mr. W. L. Hardy and Ansa Alice S.
Lovelace were uuited in marriage at the
home of the bride, near Sinking Fork,
at 9 o'clock Sunday morning, Rev.
David Turner, of the Baptist church,
officiating.
William Wilson and Miss Lou Cook
were joined in marriage at the home of
the bride, near Crofton, at 7 o'clockSun.
evening,, Rev. W. 0. Ricdard, of the
Methodist cbuich, officiating.
Bucklen's Arnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for cuts,
bruises, sores, ulcers, salt rheum, fever
sores, tetter. chapped hands, chiblains,
corm and all skin eruptions, and posi-
tively cures piles, or no pay required.
It is guaranteed to give perfect satisfac-
tion or money refunded. Price twenty
five cents per box. For sale by R. 0.
Hardwie,k.
Candidate In the Soup.
It seems from late rep •rts that the
lion. J. Hub Lunsford, the late Repub-
lican candidate for State Senator, is "in
the soup" in more ways than one.
While at Dawson some time before the
election he bet that stanch Democrat
and clever fellow, Irvin Hamby, the
oyster soup for every Democratic voter
in Dawson precinct that he (Lunsford)
would be the next Senator from the
Sixth district. As Crenshaw walked
right over Luneford he will have to sup-
ply oyster soup for 155 good Democratic
voters in Dawson precinct. But that is
not the worst. So eontlient was he of
R-publiean success that he bet the oys-
ter soup for every Democrat in Hopkins
county that Pratt would defeat Nunn
f a Circuit Jadge, That bet he also lost,
as we all know, by upward of a thousand
votes. Let's see what it will cost Mr.
Luneford to pay his bet:
Oyster soup for 155 Die's-son voters
at 50c each    $ 77 60
Oyster soup. at 50c each, for 2,628
Demerits who voted for T J.
Nuun    1,31400
---
Total .   •I,'19150
The oyster soup has not been pro•
deiced yet, and there are many who
believe the Hon. J. "Hub" would pre-
fer dress lug on his celestial bank account
to paying it -Madisonville Mail.
Free Pills.
Send your address to H. E. Bucklen&
Co., Chicago, end get a free sample box
of Dr. King's New Life Pills. A trial
will convince! you of their merits. Those
pills are easy in action and are particu-
larly effective. in the cure of constipa-
tion and sick headache. For malaria
and liver troubles they have been proved
I invaluable. They are guaranteed to be
perfectly free from every deleterious
substance and to be purely vegetables.
They doi not weaken by their action, but
by trivial tone to stomach and bowele Free books on the cure of all Blood Dis-greeeif invigorate the system. Regular
Hardwick, druggist&
weie 25c per bottle. Sold by R. a othredesrws iwrrillsb:lcsierinctcoon application.,AutiGa,to
A FEW INTERESTING FACTS AND FIGURES
Two insane persons were brought to
the Western Asylum near Hopkinsville
Mon. afternoon. They were ordered to
the institution by the Circuit Court of
Daviess county.
Man and Woman.
Line is a man, the other a woman. Jo
And, of the Kuottsville neighborhood,
has been of unsound mind for about
fifteen years and recently became so
violent that he could not be managed.
He is teenty-one years old. He is a
semi-idiot. Bell Eidson, who lives in
the Delaware reighborhood, is 33 years
old, and has been weak-minded since a
child. She was adjudged uncontrollable
and dangerous.
Idiots and Lunatic•.
Statistics seem to show that Daviess
county is a veritable hot bed of imbecil-
ity and lunacy. Probably no county in
the State sends as many patients to the
Hopkiusviile Asylum.
At the term of court which closed
Saturday there was a remarkably large
number of cases of this kind.
Some of the Cases.
The Owensboro Messenger gives the
following list of these cases: Elizabeth
Shepherd, idiot from infancy; Harry
Bradley, time of insanity unknown;
Jake Barrett, idiot from infancy; De
Morris, lunatic for six or eight years;
Henry Hagan. lunatic for two or three
years; Martha Jane Clark, idiot for two
or three years; Thos. Davis, lunatic for
one year, occasioned by a sunstroke;
Alice Belle Eidson, idiot for about 27
years; Jo And, idiot for fifteen years.
Just a collet glance at the foregoing
list, which represents the work only
one term of court, should be sufficient
to show everybody why it has become
necessary to enlarge the asylum.
Pacts ana Figure..
The Messenger gives the following
interesting facts and figures: Au in.
vestigatiou of the records of these
trials for some time past shows that
quite a per cent, of those persons gent to
the asylums are idiots who have become
uncontrollable and can no longer be
managed by a committee. The larger
per cent. are lunatic, and of these it is
observed that in the majority of cases
the unsoundness of mind occurred
between the ages of 20 and 45, the
greater number being in the thirties.
This would appear to indicate that if a
person retains his mental balance until
he is 45 he is less liable to become de-
ranged than at an earlier age.
In the idiocy cases the records show
that the imbecility usually becomes ap-
parent in childood, but in many cases it
is of a harmless character until an older
age is reached.
1hree D- &the.
Bessie Hammonds, the bright and
pretty five-year-old daughter of Mr.
Thomas Hammonds, of Crofton, died
Saturday from typhoid fever. The re-
mains were interred in the family bury-
ing ground'.,
Mrs. Eva Menser, wife of Ewing
Meuser, died Friday night of brain
trouble. She had been sick for more
than a year.
John M. Gibson, one of the eldest cit-
izens of Christian county, died at his
home near Crof.on, Thursday night, of
dropsy, aged about eighty years.
-  
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE OAT
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refund the money if it
fails to care. 25c.
Father Pig..
Father W. D. Pike, who for the past
four years has been pastor of the Catho-
lic church at Russellville, and who has
conducted services frequently in the
Hopkinsville church, has gone to Dau-
ville. The limeellville Ledger com-
ments on his departure:
"Father Pike is popular with all de-
nominations here and especially with
his congregation, which regretted very
much to give him up. A petition will
be sent to the Bishop asking him to re-
turn Filth* r Pike."
A Good Small Farm for Sale.
We will sell on reasonable terma to
suit purchaser and at a very reasonable
price, a farm belonging Mrs. Eliza J.
attells (formerly Fleming) containing
156 acres, fairly well-improved, dwell-
ing house on it containing threero3 ms
and kitchen and other out houses; 100
acres cleared and in cultivation and 56
acres well timbered. This land lies 10
miles South of Hopkinsville, Ky., one
mile from Howell, Ky., a railroad sta-
tion on the Clarksville and Princeton
division of the Louisville /t Nashville
Railroad, in an exeollent neighborhood,
school house. 011 edge of pito* and con•
venient to churehes and mills. d&wtf




A man afflicted with Contagious
Blood Poison, might as well commit
suicide as to take the mercurial
poisons which are always prescribed
by the doctors. If he takes those
poisons, he might as well make his
will and get ready for the under-
taker. Perhaps this is plain talk,
but it is true, and truth is unpleas-
ant sometimes.
SSS
if the sufferer will take Swift's
Specific (S.S.S.), instead of mineral
poisons, he will get well again, and
they well. Ile will find that this
great vegetable Blood Remedy
drives all poison from the system.
It gets into the minutest veins, and
eradicates every vestige of taint in
the blood. It is the only Real Blood
Remedy ever discovered. It not
only cures Contagious Blood Poison,
but is the only remedy that can reach
Scrofula, Catarrh, Rheumatism,
Cancer, Eczema and all other deep-
seated Diseases of the Blood.
Starting With a Few Thousands the Founder
Amasses Millions.
THE CAREER OF THE BONANZA KING.
A 1 onatiza king was laid to rest in his
native Kentucky laud last week. The
mortal rema as of one of the argonauts
of nearly a half century ago was depos-
ited in a little grave in Auburn.
Started With $3,000.
George Davidson McLean left his
home in Madisonville for the golden
stranded beach of California in 1553.
His father gave him $3,000, his capital
in life. On his death he had as many
millions, perhaps more, than he had
thousands when he went away.
During all those years in the West he
never married, never had a son to raise
his hope. Now he is gone and has left
no 'sill, his fortune reverts to his only
heir-at-law, his sister, Mrs. George
Thomas Blakey, of Auburn. She is
now 1 years of age, three years her late
brother's senior. Her husband who is
still living is 76 years old.
Hopkinsville Heir.
They have three children living, Cap-
tain William McLean Blakey, of Evans-
ville; George Davidson Blakey, the edi-
tor of a paper in Arkansas, and Mrs. T.
W. Blakey, of Hopkiusvil e. To them
al•imately will come the McLean for-
tune.
In his early twenties George D. Mc-
Lean went to San Francisco, Cal. His
journey was hem: New York by way of
the I•thmus of Panama. He began life
mining gold with pick and shovel. But
ill-health and poor fortune drove him
from the mines to the prosaic duties of
clerk in a store. He worked there for
several years when he formed a com-
pany for opening the Idaho mines in
Grabs Valley, Cal.
Struck It Rich.
This was a bonanza etrike. The mine
yielded the bright yellow ore to the
value of $14,000,000 before it was ex-
hausted.
The Idaho mine was the beginning of
Mr. 31cLeitia's fortune. He devoted his
ife to the work and became an expert
miner with a state reputation. His
judgment on a new mine was greatly re-
lied on. During the latter years of his
life he inspected a great many mines for
his friends.
Bulk of Fortune.
The bulk of his fortune is in mines,
quartz and gravel in Nevada county,
California. But besides he owned thous-
nude cf acres of land, stock in railroads
and real estate in the heart of SanFran-
cisco, Cal. He was one of the builders
and a director of the Nevada county
narrow gauge road running from Colfax
to the city of Nevada. He owned
stock in the Wheatland bank in Cali-
fornia. In San Louis Obisbo county,
he bad a ranch of 23,000 acres, a prince-
ly play ground even for a bonanza king.
He was a half owner of 36,000 acres in
Saint Barbara county. His holdings
in San Francisco, ('al, both in real
estate and in railway stock were cousid
treble.
His Sickness.
He was taken sick in October in San
Francisco. There he spent a part of
each year, though he still kept a resi-
denee in Gram Valley, the scene of his
first great mining triumph. He was ill
of urinic blood poison, but neither he
nor his friends thought it would be a
fatal sickness. Had he not been taken
down he would now be visiting friends
in Kentucky. He died in his apartments
in the Lick House Nov. 4. As previous-
ly told iu the New ERA the holy was
buried in the family graveyard at Au.
burn Wednesday afternoon.
Excellent Kan.
Mr. McLean was an energetic, hard-
working man. He gave his life to the
development of gold minning. There
was no luck or happen-so in his career.
What be made was by untiring indus-
try. No man in the state had a better
reputation for probity. It was a warm
tribute of his associates at his death that
no one could say that Mr. McLean over
harmed him. As an instanec of his en-
ergetic nature be often said before he
died if he were twenty years younger he
would go to the Klondike.
Teacher'• Pay Day.
Saturday was pay day for the coun-
try school teachers. Miss McDaniei's
office was crowded with teachers all
day.
•••••••••••• •-•••
Sam Jones in Nashville.
The announcement is made that Rev.
Sam P. Jones, the noted evangelist, is
to hold a three week's revival in Nash-
ville in February.
Senator James K. Jones. of Arkansas,
Chairmen of the National Democratic
Committee says of the result of the
election: ' It is an omen of coming
and greater good. This result convinces
me that the silver sentiment grows and
grows, and by the next Presidential
election it will have grown to an irri-
eistable growth. Error dies from a pin
scratch, but truth survives a cyclone.
The Democratic party is truth. When
it comes to a long race and hard race
the Democratic party gets there. Of
course it would have been more desira-
ble had Mark Hanna been buried under
an avalanche of Democratic votes, but
when a great man saves his scalp by the
skin of his teeth it is virtually a defeat.
Oldie Democrats are very good fighters
when they get roused, and I ern sure-
mist in the Presidential election they
will be fully roused. Between now and
then we will do a great deal for us also.
D •mocratic revival meetings will be
held all over the country, and many
hitherto good Republicans will see the
error of their ways and straightway re -
form."
'I he True Remedy.
W. M. Repine, editor Tbekilwa, Ill..
"Chief," says: "We won't keep house
without Dr. King's New Discovery for
Consumption, coughs and colds. Ex-
erimented with many others, but never
got the true remedy until we used Dr.
King's New Discovery. No other rem-
edy can take its place in our home, as
in it we have a certain • and sure cure
for coughs, colds, whooping cough, etc."
It is idle to experiment with other rem-
edies, even if they are urged on you as
just as good as Dr. King's New Discov-
ery. They are not as good, became this
remelt, has a record of cures and be-
sides is guaranteed. It never fails to
satisfy. Trial bottles free at R. 0.
Hardwiok's drag store.
EARlY . the 
world 
half the Si unday- School
1 
sch o s 
ars lll . vi are', it  seems,
.1. 
u
In the zuted States. America
claims 9,718,432 out of the total of 20,-
268,933: Great Britain has 6 979,913;
Australia, 586 029; Germany, 749,786;
Sweden, 2-12,150; Canada, 576,064; Italy,
10,1419; Spain, 3,230; Mexico and Central
America, 15,000. Adding tne officers
and teachers, the total for the world is
22,508,601
L
OUISVILLE Driving and Fair AP90-
Milt 1011 has claimeo dates ter the
next annual trotting meeting and
has selected from Sept. 26 to Oct. 2,
1598. A six day's meeting instead of
ten days will be held next year.
For Bale.
On reasonable terms and at moderate
prices, two homes and lots (brick cot•
tages) on North Virginia street.
HUNTER WOoD & 80111
August 3rd, 1897.
•••
MONEY TO LOAN-On gcod real
estate security. Apply to









riod of her life.
Becoming a
mother should be
a source of joy
to all, but the
suffering and
danger of the ordeal make




know a real good
thing when lie
sees it, has
t to bore a 1
hole in the liter-
ary boat of our
own Miss Hallie
Eauii e Rives who
Ilas been happity
floating on the tsp
wave of prone!' -
ty sine., the big
city Dews ,rtilvits ..ave so lavishly praised
her new story "Smoking Flax." This
hateful fellow has the audacity to blis-
teringly roast the novel, and finally
sums up his opinion as follows:
"I think the reason the young -lady
wrote the book was that her name was
Rives. Mr. Neely's reason for publish-
ing the book was, I venture to believe,
because he fancied Miss Hallie Ermine
Rives might easily, and for him profit-
ably, be confused in the.mind of the
public witn the author of 'Tanis, the
Sang-Digger.' "
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ARK TWAIN write s denying a ' • .• .
report that he recently made $82.• .... •
000. He says:
'It has been reported that I was seri-
ously ill-it was another man ; that I
was dying-it was another man ; that I
was dead-the other man. Again it
has been reported that I received a
legacy-it was another man; that I am
out of doubt-clearly another luau; and
nose comes this $82,000-still another
man. You can see for yourself there
isn't anything more to be reported.
Invention is exhausted. So far as I can
-ei - )thing remains to be reported ex-
.arp..',hat I have become a foreigner.
When you ',hear that don't believe it,
and don't take the trouble to deny it
---
1DITOR Oldham announces that the
L
Elkton Times will hereafter be is-
sued only once a week and takes
a whack at Editor Gaines: He says:
"We simply cannot afford to print a
'decent' newspaper twice-a•week in
Elkton at $1.00 per year. We could fill
up, twice-a-week, with pot •metal, dead
patent-medicine cats, unprofitable ad-
vertisements and scrap iron, at very lit-
tle expense; but to run a newspaper
with news in it--a paper that is credita-
ble to the community from which it is
published-requires a great deal of




ECRETARY Alger will recommend,
in his annual report, an increase
in the army of two regiments of
artillery, in order to properly man the-
coast defense.
In administration circles it is said that
that the Cuban question is a continuing
one and that a crisis may be reached in
this country's relations with Spain be-
fore the new year is well advanced.
No secret is made of the President's
desire to have the Hawaiiau treaty of
annexation taken up as soon as the Sen-
ate meets, with a view to its early rati-
fieation. The President will probably
urge this course in hie message.
YR. S. S. M('CLURE sent me to-dayan installment of Authoey Hope'snew romance which will begin in
next month's MeOlore's Magazine.
Although it ie a sequel to "The Prisoner
of Zeuda," the reader, who may not
have read that novel,can nuderstandand
enjoy it from the begining. It narrates
the further story of the love and'advent-
urea of Rudolf Rassendyl and the Prin-
cess Flavia. The incidents that lead up
to Rudolph's perilous return to Rani-
tania are as thrilling and dramatic as
anything Hope has written. Charles
Dana Gibson is illuetrating the story.
DROBABLY it will surprise nearlyall of the many Hopkinsville read-
ers of the Ladies' Home Journal
to learn that Mrs. Isabella Mallon, who
writes such correct fashion articles for
that magazine, and Ruth Ashmore,
whose -side talk to girls" are so help-
ful, are one person' No only this, but
"Bab" is one of this delightful "three-
in-one." Her newspaper articles a• e ex-
ceptionally clever, arm are read where
ever the English language h. spoken.
F
REDERICK WARD, who in the
good old days of long ago used to
delight Hopkinsville audiences by
his impersonations of Richard III, Gal-
ba, Virginias and.Othello, has made a
genuine and popular success in his new-
romantic play lekander, and it is not
likely that he will be seen in a tragic
g• .
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role for some time to come, if ever
again. He has an offer to present the
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Round Oak Heating Stoves,
Sash, Doffs, Blinds
And Lumber,
Superior and Empire Grain Drills
Carriages, Harness and Saddles.
Paints, Oils and Glass,
Coal, Lime and Cement,
Galvanized Iron, Tin Work and
Glittering,
Fine Cabinet Mantels.
Radiant and Club-House Grates.
Nothing brightens a house
up as much fulr the same amount
of money as *nice cabinet man-
tel, a tile heath and facing. A
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is the remedy which relieves
women of the great pain and suf-
fering incident to maternity; this
hour which is dreaded as woman's
severest trial is not only made
painless, but all the danger is re-
moved by its use. Those who use
this remedy are no longer de-
spondent or gloomy; nervousness
nausea and other distressing con-
ditions are avoided, the system is
made ready for the coming event,
and the serious accidents so com-
mon to the critical hour are
obviated by the use of Mother's
Friend. /t is a blessing to woman.
$1.00 PER BOTTLE at all Drug Stores,
or sent by mail on receipt of price.
BOOKS l'notteltrealsritint InJiaiwnali:Dintwontraltion of
FREE no any •diiress, upon applicatron,segyt








In Supposing tlial t you will need some
HAINESS 
This month, we would like to see yol at 203 South Main St. We have taken
special care in the selection of our gods aiis fall, and are confident that we can
please you with Ole quality of our s WI' not OnIV carry largest and best
seleeted stock of Harness and St.ddlery in the city, but we devote our
entire attention to this line, and for that reason we can
Name Prices
Will Su rise You!
Don't fail to se our line of LAP R
these goods went into effect, and ea
and show you more different pattern.
Remember, we are here to please you
the tariff on
save you 35 per cent. on your purchase;
than all other houses in the city combined.
, and it is no trouble to show our goods.
BES. We bought before
F. A. Y ST & CO•i••




Exclusive Report of Tobacco
Report and Receipts.
FARM NEWS AND NOTES
Hatters ct Great In'erest to 101 TOlers of Me
Soil.
COND TWO OF THE LIVE STOCK MARKET.
THE LOUISVILLE MARKET.
The following report is furnished ex-
clusively to the NEW ERA by Glover &
Durrett, Louisville Tobacco Warehouse:
Sales on our market for the week just
closed amount to 8,498 hhds., with re-
ceipts for the same period 1,317 hhds.
Salem on our market since Jan. 1st,
amount to 152,917 hhds. Sales of the
crop of 1896 on our market to this date
amount to 133,502 hhda.
Prices on our market for dark tobacco
this week have been strong possibly a
shade better than the week previous,
especially on such grades as are selling
from $5 to $7; these sorts showing a de-
eded advancing tendency.
The following quotations fairly rep-
resent our market for dark tobacco,
1896 crop:
Trash ... $1 50 to 2%
Common to medium lug! 2 00 to 3 00
Dark rich lugs, ex' quality 8 50 to 6 50
Merlium to good leaf  6 00 to 900
Leaf of extra length   6 00 to 800
W rappery styles 8 00 to 1600
LIVE STOCK MARKET.
Reported by the Louisville Live Stock
Exchange, Bourbon Stockyards:
Louisville. Nev. 17.-Cattle.-The re-
ceipts f cattle today was light, being
394 heads on sale, quality only fair. The
mirket was dull and fully tilt lower en
all common and mediam grades. If
there had been any good cattle on the
market they would have sold at steady
figures. Canners are still very dull and
hard to dispose of at anything like satis-
factory prices. Pens fairly well cleared
at the close.
Calves.-Receipts light, quality fair.
Market about steady at yesterday's
close; tops seliing from he 25(,, 5 5. Com-
mon kinds dull.
Light shipping 
Best butchers  
$4 4 50
w 4 15
4 (s3 4 Y6Extra sh
ipping 
Fair to good butchers  3111114
COnIMOn t.0 11344dium butchers  754
I'esin, rough steer'', poor cows
and scalawags I 75(4 re,
ceaoa to extra oxen   S 254 a 75
Common to medium oxen ... 5(0.54 2 ;5
Feeders • it Use 4 lu
Stockers I fase a 6'.
Hulls  2114
Veal calves 
Choice milch cows  . 3611044A 
is.
Fair to good ranch cows.. ..... 15 o55t's II
Hogs.-The receipts of bogs were lib-
eral today, being 3,715 heads on sale,
quality of the offerings good. The mar-
ket opened earlp at an advance of 5c
over yesterday's pri:,es. All good hogs
sold at $.3 45; pigs $8 25oe 3 35. Pens
well clear. d at the close.
Choice packing and butchers, 226
Sntits. I (43 4.1'.
Fair to good packing. IMO to IOC tb a 15
Good to extra light. 1510 to DI)S . II 44
Vat 'boatel') Co eie a.. ... s mS
Fat shoats. 14110 to 130 it . 5 was C.,
K1.11014, MO to 415. lb . ...... . 274,1,4
Pigs. 0) Co 90 lbs._   276.0 15
Sheep and Lambs-The receipts of
sheep and lambs were light. Quality
fair. Peas well cleared.
Extra spring Iamb. ...
Good to extra snipping sheep  Nraot 7o
Fair to good tSadi et
Common to medium  2 Valtlio6
Rucks ... 504441
Skips and scalawags per head.. ... foal
Extra spring Iambs  4 75(46 00
Fear P. good
Best butcher lambs ----------4 0044 5o
Fair to good butcher Iambs . 50(44 0)
BETTER PRICES ROILING.
November County Court day in the
towns in Kentucky, so far as heard
from, brought out more stock for sale
than any public day for several months.
In most places the prices of mules struck
the upgrade, and the stockmen felt
much encouraged over the prices realiz•
ed. Cattle, the price of which has been
sagging for some time, also improved
noticeably, and the feeders feel encour-
aged over the outlook for the return of
old-time prices, says the Louisville Poet
The merchants report better business.
and the Sheriffs say their collections are
not so hard to make. There seems to be
a sort of Christmas loosening up, and it
is for the better. One Democrat in a
Peneyrile town says it's because the
State dropped back in its old place, and
the people are certain that they will not
nave another Republican State admin-
istration inflicted upon them. Mt
Sterling, which has lately grown to be
one of the towns in the State for the sale
of cattle, was oven un with bellowing
steers and yearlings Monday, and the
prices show a decided improvement over
those of last ()ounty Court nay. The
best feeding cattle, 1,000 lbs. in weight,
sold as high as 4 cents. M st of the
sale* of feeders weae made at $3 85.
Good yearling cattle sold at 334 cents.
Some of the best sales made were: Josh
Owings, of Fleming county, 20 head of
1,050 steers, at 4 cents; T. H. Grubb.,
Mt. Sterling, bought 24 1.025 steers at 4
cents and J. W. Young, Bourbon coun-
ty, 30 1,050 steers at 4 cents. The horse
and muie market was good.
71IE WHEAT KING.
The wheat king of the world belongs
to Argentina. He is an Italian immi
grant named Guazone, and his broad
acres are sitnated in theSouth of the pro-
vince of Buenos Ayres. His crop occu-
pies an area of 33,270 acres. He nun.-
berm his workmen by the thousand and
each one receives a certain share of the
profits. When his season's crop is har-
vested he fills over 3 000 railroad truelo-
with grain.
POTATO GROWING.
Potato growing has attained much
magnitude as an industry in Johnson
Mothers
Anxiously watch declining health of
their daughters. So many are cut off
by consumption in early yeers that
there is real came for anxiety. In
the early stages, when not beyond
tho reach of medicine, Hood's Sarsa-
parilla Will restore the quality and
quantity of the blood and thus give
good health. Item! the following letter:
"It is but just to write about my
daughter Cora, aged IL Ohs wee own -
pletely run down, declining, bad that tired
feeling, and friends said ilbs would not
live over three months. She bad a bad
Cough
and nothing seemed to do her any good.
I happened to read about Hood's learsaps•
rills and had her give it a trial. From the
very first dose she began to get better.
After taking a few bottles she was com-
pletely cured and her health has been the
beet ever since." MRS. ADDIE PECK,
12 Railroad Place, Amsterdam, N. le
"I will say that my mother has not
stated my case in as strong words as I
would have done. Hood's Sarsaparilla
has truly cured me and I am now well."
CORA PECK, Amsterdam, N. Y.
Be sure to get Hood's, because
ood's
Sarsaparilla
laths GOO Trte. 1' l'urteer. Al 'Irrtirillsti•
prepared lei., I Heed lewee, Mass.
Hood's 1'111 
meet, spelled., re.







THE NEW ERA.1 Swallow is no" oug
gestive of absti•
nence, but he polled 100,000 votes as a FREE ROADS. OR BUST. THE ARCTIC W





The Agricultural Department Should
make some sort of an exphinaliOn , con-
corning its mushroom test.
1 
OFFICE:-New Era Building, Seventh Don Id Dickinson thinks
 there Mill le
I
SIrese, near Main, Hopkinavills, Ky• a demand for Cleveland in 1900. 'This is
  one of Don's stfok thoughta.
$1.00 A YEAR.
Meow yea ar Lee postottles in
as eseonsi-els.ss mall matter.
Eight Toll Cates Demolished
Last Night.
The inventor of the mileage book has SOLDIERS
pass died. He was never a deadhead
eopkinseill• before -Syracuse Standard.
Friday . November 19, 1897.
- ADVERTISES§ SATES: -
le inch, first itiserUsn  $ 1W
le inch ,rue month 
.441 Inch, t ree moral's  6(5)
le inch, six months  9(5)
eels, one year  1.500
Additional rates may be had by applica-
$ou at the office.
Ira/Wen t advertising must be paid for in
t vane..
Charges for yearly advertisements will be
aolleoted quarterly.
All ad v ertisettlett fe inserted without spec-
ified time will be charge,'for until ordered
I cc.
knnnuneements of 11 Arriages and Deaths,
aot five lines. and notices of
preaching published gratis.
Otittuary Notices, Resolutions of Respect,
find other similar notices, five °eats per line.
I. 
- CLUBSING RATES: -
The W aim LY New EWA and the f0110Wing
per one year:
Cincinoinnati Enquirer $1
116"...kiy $t. Louts Republic  lit
Own 1-Weekly Globe-Democrat.  lit
'Weekly Nashville dun. .
Mos* and Farm 1 25
COURT DIRECTOR I.
II TO:act-iv Count-First Monday in June
and fourth Monday in February and Sep-
tember
eicasrxany COUET-Second Mondays
In anaarz, April, July and October.
L COUNT-First Tuesday in April
and October.
Corr( Comte-First Monday in every
Intonth.
VICTORY IN 1900.
The vote of 'confidence' given to tee
Ytepnbhcan administratron at the last
eleotaon would have made Bryan Preal-
desubliad it been cast in Ogre.
-'As the matter stands the country is
Democratic, and the party of the people
has DO need to bring any more states to
its asetstazioe This is not a matter of
mojecture. It is a simple fact family
demonstrated by a simple mathematical
calculation.
New York has thirty-six votes in the
electorial college, Kentucky has thir-
leen and New Jersey has ten. Presi-
dent McKinley received the votes of
New York. New Jersey and Kentucky,
with the exception of one vote in the
latter State, which was can for Bryan.
McKinley's total vote in the electorial
college was 271, while that of Bryan
WSJ ITO At the recent election New
York, Kentucky and New Jersey went
Democrotic
Suppose the people of these three
states had known the real character of
the Republican party last year as they
known it now, what would have been
the regale Simply this • the fifty-eight
votes which went for McKinley would
have gone for Bryan. These fifty-eight
votes taken from McKinley's total of
1161 would have left him 213. These
mune fifty-eight votes added to Bryan' s
178 would have given him 234. Thus
Bryan would have been elected Presi-
dent by a majority of twenty-one votes.
President McKinley has expressed
himself as satisfied with the results of
the recent election. He is certainly a
good Democrat. With the solid South,
the solid West, and with New York and
New Jersey, this country is now abso-
lutely Democratic. But the Democracy
will not rest upon its laurels. Ohio
most be swung into the Democratic col-
tuna and other doubtful states redeem-
ed.. Who says there will not be a Dew-
ems* elected President of the United
States in lN)0.--Chicago Dispatch.
MEXICAN BANKERS.
'Why are great bankers so loyal to
the cause of silver' Why are they not
gold monometallists as are the bankers
of F.ngland, the 1. arced States and the
continent of Europe
It is because they are not merely
bankers, they are heavy investors and
directors in new manufacturing Judas-
trieo dependent for their erosperity on
the continued use of silver as money in
this country. They take a broader
-view of the currency situation than do
bankers abroad because they are factors
in a great manufacturing movement,
which has for its ultimate purpose the
achieving of M exuxe s industrial Inde-
pendence,
Being something more than leaner of
mosey, they are liberal in their ideas
and are not blinded by prejudice. They
can see all sides of the currency ques-
tion. There are many able and saga-
cious men among the bankers of Mexico
and they are, with hardly an exception,
bimetallist& They are not trying to
make money dear, they are not wreck-
ing properties, but rather are creating
Industries . Men who are not mere
creatures of routine, who have enter-
prise in their blood, want money abund-
ant and the mass of the people prosper-
ous, for, when people have something
to spend, over and above what is re-
quired for a bare subsistence, they can
buy the products of the mills, and so
keep the wheels of industry revolving.
This country is fortunate in having
bankers who are also creators of new
undertakings. They are making mon-
ey and they deserve to grow rich, for
they are opening up to thousands of
men new avenues of employment.
They may be accused of selfish views
hut it is an enlightened selfishness.
They live and let live.-Mexican Herald.
The Watchman gives the opinion that
the beat book ever written is the book
of Jonah. Nothing that Guy de
Manpaesant or Kipling has done can
compare with it. It contains about 2,-
ow words, and there is not &superfluous
word to :t It is fall of incident, and
action progresses steadily to a climax.
The amount of the prophet's experience
with the great fish is only one incident
In the narrative. Excluding the prayer
of Jonah, only forty-two words are de-
voted to it. The climax to the leery is
found in the very last words. When
the writer haa done he stops. From a
literary and artistic point of view, the
Book of Jonah occupies a supreme place
In the world of literati:mg.-Buffalo
Ovaries,.
Do good while you oaa. The opporten.
ily that awe Neel! today may be goat
so InotTOW. Speak tbe kind word sow;
hold out tbe helping baud ; aboW you.
self. brother ladeed, All wound you,
and likely enough under your own roof,
seers ale souls that need the very M.
'Semi which you eon easily render, You
are defrauding them of their just claims
sod, what is more, yea are doing your.
self an irreparable damage. The life of
absolute selfishness that you are leading
will Inevitably deaden all the finer sete
"Relates of your heart, and makeyou a
poor, shrunken creature, of little use to
God or the world We beg you to be-
ware of being overtaken by such a fate
-Nashville Christian Advocate
How's ibis!
We offer $100 reward for any cue of
catarrh that can not be cure by Hall's
Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & 00.. Props.,
Toledo, Ohio.
Ws, the undergned, have knowe F.
J Cheney for the lass fifteen years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
Outlined/ transactions and linen:tally
able to carry out any obUgatieus made
by their firm.
West & Truax, wholesale druggists,
Toledo, O.
Welding, Kinnan & Marvin, wholesale
arnggiels, Toledo, Ohio.
Hell's Cetarrb Cure is taken internal-
ly, acting directly twin the blood and
32113.110U41 surf aces of the sy item. Price
T Cr..
74n, bottle, Hold by all ds mutate.
awe hag, Alio bre it' bow
I *MN ••••••••••• I UM.
I
d ^
When it comes to • case of toadstools Defunct
Ts. mushrooms the most reliable arbitra-
tion is performed by the coroner.
We infer from the valued Ballemere
Son that it is begining to fear thet Mr.
Gorman will refuse to stay licked. OTHER
We still think it is to Mr. Watterwen's
credit that he didn't drop out until he
looked at his hand.-Macon News.
In pardoning the Competitor! crew
Sagest& gives further evidence Of his
Sagastee-Oinoinnati Commerciiil Tri-
bune,
With the tempting price of 00.000 on
his head, President Barrios doubtless
thinks to look under the bed before re-
tiring.
Adair Spectator ! The vote In Ken
tacky was lighter than it was last year.
The stay-at-home voters of this year
can control future elections.
Mr Mudd may succeed Gorman as
Senator from Maryland. At any rate,
mud figures in it some way, we don't
know ;net how -Macon News.
Dingley asserts it's not the working
of DIM bill that causes that treasury de-
ficiency, but a lack of duty on the im-
porter's pare-Philadelphia Times.
If Mr. Mudd, of Maryland, reaches
the lOrneed States Senate, he will have
no difficulty in arranging a pair with
Mr. ()lay, of Georgia-New TO* Jour-
!
net.
Those gentlemen who expect Congress
to make quick work of the Cuban ques-
tion fail to explain how they will drag
the metier out of the Committee on
Kates.
Mr Dana, according to his will, left a
fortune of between $1,000,000 and $1,-
250,000. Verily he made a great deal of
hay while the Sun shone. -Macon Tele-
graph-
The talk about 5-oent cotton has giv-
en way to 4 cent cotton. Those farmers
who ranted tobacco on coast coui try
lands, however, are raking in the dol-
lars. -Houston Post.
Mr. Grosvenor's explanation of how
It happened got in on schedule time,
and is quite entertaining, but we fear it
will not induce Mr. Foraker to-enter the
realms of broad statesmanship.
A writer in &New York paper sug-
gests that a war with Spain would make
the head of our army the nett Presi
dent of the United States. Oh! Let us
have peace '-Richmond Time&
Robert Todd Lincoln is the biggest
man in America, if he couldn't control
the disposal of his own daughter. He
Is boss of all the Pullman car porters. -
Cincinnati Commercial Tribune.
"biay the Lord have mercy on New
York." is Parkhurst's expression on the
result of the recent election. As Park-
hurst is soon to sail for Gotham, the
prayer is apropos -Houston Post.
The sound money league has mapped
out the campaign for '98, and declared
for the gold standard. However, the
sound money league is merely a sort of
vermiform appendix, liable at any time
to be removed without a surgical op •rr -
tion
"The Kentucky breeder of mules is
rather elated at present over the prices
of this class of live stock," said Mr. W.
H. Britton, of the Blue Gram State, to
the Washington Post. "There has been
an increase in the value of mules of
more than 25 per cent over last year,
and there is considerable speculation
among them, owing to the active de-
mend. Mules that sold last year from
$10 to $50 are now bringing from $20 to
$70. They are being shipped to Mem-
phis to be used in improving the levees
of the Mississippi ; to Pennsylvania and
West %%roma for service in the coal
mines and even as far as the Island of
Jamaica for work on the fruit planta-
tions
This was • bad year for bosses. Tom
Platt announces that he will oetire from
active leadership in New YOrk, The
Cincinnati public retired George B. Cox
on the toe of a boot, and the voters of
Ohio threw a brick at Mark Hanna that
disabled him for life. Watterson, not
to be out of fashion, resigned a leader-
ship that had no followers, which he
imagined he possessed, and declared his
independence of all parties. Cloxey was
snowed under so deep that he has not-
yet reached the surface, but it is believ-
ed he will say he has "retired," if he
ever gets in hearing distance of the
public. Jo Parker had his head cut off,
but like the Irishman's turtle, he didn't
have sense enough to know it. Boss
Martin and Boss Quay were scared out
of their wits in Pennsylvania by a Pro-
hibitionist named Swallow. A delight-
ful silence has struck O'Farrell, of Vie
gmia. Boss Reed spent the fall in his
cyclone pit, and David B. Hill crawled
into his hole at Wolfert's Roost, and
pulled the hole in after him. It was a
bad year for bosses.-Louisville Dis-
patch.
The Herald publishes mail advicee
from Manila which show that the in-
surgent. in the Philippine Islands are
masters of the situation, largely owing
to the skillful control of Aguinaldo, the
rebel chief. It is calculated that there
Is an organized body of 50,040 active in-
surgent. and sympathizers throughout
the island cf Luzon Aguinaldo gener-
ally avoids concentrating his forces, but
in the center of the isle he has a body of
14,000 armed followers who receive
munitions mainly by way of Hong Kong
and Shanghai. Aguinaldo holds a re•
gular court at Bianooa, where the popu-
lace are placing themselves under his
protection. Thence his force. occasion-
ally sally forth to obtain 'applies and
levy tribute. Biecoabsto is a thriving
041•14, of trade The inhabitant. reach
ly sell oomtsiodities to the Insurgence,
who pay them its paper, w Melt an be
esobaased for math when tha sages are
=Hefted, If a polio, petrol waken Ii.
tell too obtruetlee it generally fall" into
so au:bowed' and is annihilisted, but
this seldom happen. The insurgents
hare patrolled almost to within sight of
Mimes without meeting a 'oldie?.
A business man is not tb4 most pa-
tient creature in the world.! He can
not wait to hear any lonsedrawn.out
story of the cause of his ailment. Ile
dosses I care two straws about a fine
spun theory of how be should treat
himself. He may he predisposed to
scrofula, or consumption. ''That," he
will tell you, "has nothing to do
with the case." He wants to be well.
If he can be cured, write out a prescrip-
tion and send in your bill So, here's
the ant part of the proposition.
DT Pierce's Golden Medical Discov-
ery is a microbe hunter and killer.
Many persons of scrofulous bleod, en-
courage the breaking out of unsightly
sores, so prevent the disease going to
the lungs. There 14 no used of this
state of dread and discomfort. Purify
the blood. It can be done. "Golden
at .411061 Discovery" will oar* ON per
cent of all nougat:If:41v' ours, also of
all ether lingering bronchial, throat and




Government Reindeer Cath- Croxon Cets Oft WithTwen-
ered for Their Succor. ty Years.
FOR. CAN BE USED FOR FOOD ALL AMERICANS FREED
Indiana Bank Promises to Settle Drive
n Over Laid. They Will Reach the
With all Depositirs. 
grown! Men in liteuary.
NEWS OF ICH IMPORTANCE
IsPerIAL Ti.) NEW sax)
Nicholasville, Ky., Nov, 17.-Eight
toll-gates in this county were 
demolish-
ed lee night
The work was done by the same band
of reguletors.
An appeal has been mede to the 
Gov-




fliPICIAL TO NEW Eitel
English, Ind., Nov. 17 -The officials
of the closed banks of this city, 
Leaven-
worth, and Marengo, after a length
y
consultation with President Weathers,
issued a statement to the general 
public
this morning, and promised to pay 
all
creditors dollar for dollar.
It is believed that the promise is m
ade
in good faith, and nearly all 
excitement
here his died down.
The following eigued statement of the
of the failure from Mr. Weathers' 
staid-
point has been given out:
"That while at Corydon, attending
his law practice, he received a 
telephone
message from Leavenworsh to come 
to
Leavenworth at once, as there was
something wrong with the bank. H
e
immediately left Corydon, leaving his
business in the hands of Judges Zeno
r
and Stoidarth, and went to 
Leaven-
worth, and he and Mr. Nolan Barnet
t,
cashier of Leavenworth bank, examine
d
the books and found that the funds 
of
the bank were low. After a hasty co
n-
sultation with Mr Barnett they decided
to clove the bank at once. 
President
Weathers was advised by friends to
leave until the sensation abated, which
he did. He, however, thought he migh
t
bridge over matters and took some co
l-
lateral with him. But after deliberation
he decided it would be better to retur
n




SPECIAL TO NEW LEA
Washington, Nov. 16.-In a report to
the State Department, Commercial
Agent Moore, at Weimar, gives an ab-
stract of a recent lecture by Prof. Von
Leyden on the treatment of consump-
tion. The Professor advocates the ere
tnblishment of State sanitariums as the
Lest method of treating the disease, and
holds that there is reore benefit to be
derived from goo e air, proper exercise
and sanitary conditions than from a•
other known metimel of treatment. In
another report Mr. Moore says the
friendly feeling existing between Ger-
; is; -"vie Transvaal Republic has
reeuitee Id a great increase of trade be-
tween the two countries. Germany has
established new steamshie :dues and has
otherwise taken steps to increase the
trade.
FLOOD': IN RUSSIA.
[tioscLie TO NEW ERA]
New York, Nov. 17.--Communication
received here this morning from St.
Petersburg, tell of great damage and
unparalled distress from floods in many
parts of It ussie
Thousands of houses have been swept
Into the rivers, and Lundreas of persons
have been drowned.
MAY NOT RECOVER.
Clarksville, Nov. 17 -Jeff Edwards,
of the Oakwood vicinity of this county,
who Was shot from ambush by an un-
known assassin several weeks ago, does
not improve. Suspicion now points to
a neer.) of that locality, who saw Ed-
wards on the day of the attempted as-
sassination, when he had 5200 in his











Clarksville, Nov. 17.-Chief of Police
Robinson returned from St. Louis this
morning, having Joe Boyd, the notori-
ous; colored forger, in charge. Boyd re-
tailed to come without a requisition
from the Governor of Missouri, and
Chief Robinson was forced to make the
trip to Jt fferson City. There are five
cases of forgery igainet Boyd, and be-
sides, he is suspected of being the high-
wayman eh° held np a number of the
citizens o! this place
KAIULANI IN HONOLULU.
(epECIAL, TO NEW ot s
Honolulu, 'MA'. 10, via Sanfrancieco,
Nov. 18.-The arrival of the Princess
Kaiulani caused a flutter yesterday. A
large crowd of people, principally na-
tives, greeted her at the wharf. As the
Princess walked down the gang plank,
the Hawaiians covered her with flower,.
She was driven to her home, where a
reception was held last night. It is
understood that Kaiulana will MIAMI
here several months,
humor has it that the Pritireas is hers
to be married, The groom Is Mitt to be
Charge Davies, a eon of T. /I, Devine,
the guardian of the young holy.
MOM IIT I11011011
IIIPSCIAL TO II SW IOWA J
Bryan, Tea., Nor, 18.-Toni Sweet,
colored, who cotninitted a horrible mur-
der near this city, was arrested by a
posse of officers in the county, this
morning.
While en route to this city with their
prisoner the officer were surrounded by
a mob, composed entirely of nestroes.
The mob took Sweet from the officers
and lynched him.
TREATMENT
FOR WEAK MEN. /
TRIAL WITHOUT EXPENSE.
The famous Appliance AwkItsmvelles of
the Erie melee! Co now 14 • r It,,, nrst time
offered on trial without expense to 'my
boxiest men. Not a dollar lo he paid
144 •dst•nre. I lire Tut, ta or Vanal'
or itilleeleell in Om or Tomer, hammed
piety peetored. Hos, so It:elect:a and
Strengthen Wtek, EY 04•Velnoet1 puttees.
of *Ay, at.,lieeiy tedalime Liu...
T rnatment fie C. ii. P. or olio r ila Plan.
• I-ilkin °Oar by a aria of high standing.
VIE MEDICAL CO.UV2111:
emmsimemmmmm
I tr. 40 41._,
. ,
THE PLAN IS PERFECTLY FEASIBLE.
(SPECIAL TO THE NEW ERA.)
Washington, D. C., Nov. 16 -Secre-
tary Gage has requested the Secretary
of the Interior to instruct the Alaska
n
officiate to gaiter about 600 }matt of
reindeer from the government herds for
the use of the expedition for the relief
of the ice bound whalers in the Arctic.
The herd, which will be killed for food
if need, will be drii en over land and it
is the expectation of Captain Shoemaker,
chief of the revenue cutter service and
Captain Hooper, who is in command of
the Bering sea patrol fleet, that the herd
will reach Point Barrow and the Im-
prisoned whalers before the middle of
February.
The eight vessels now ice bound have
a combined complement of 263 men.
The Ores has forty-five, the Belvidere
forty-five, the Freeman forty, the Fear-
less thirty-five, the Jeannie twenty-five,
the Rosario tweny five, the Wan-
dere, twenty and the Newport thirty.
The first two, the Jeannie and the Roe-
ario, went up this spring, the Newport
in 1893, the Wandered and the Fearless
in 1e94, and the Freeman in 181I5. All
expected to return tills winter.
The Oros, the Freeman tied the Bel-
videre are fast about a half mile North-
east of Point Barrow and the remaind-
er are about 'ZOO miles East of of Point
Barrow at the mouth of McKenzie river,
and about 400 miles North of the Arcti
c.
It is believed the relief expedition will
reach the ice bound fleet in ample time
to prevent suffering for want of food.
CALL TO STOCK GROWERS.
;SPECIAL TO NEW ERA!
Denver, Nov. 18.-The official call has
been issued for a national convention of
stock growers to be held in Denver Jan
25, 21/1. The purpose is to eff,et the or-
ganization of a National S:ock Growers'
Association and to discuss the devise
measures for the improvement and pro
tection of the industry.
The basis of representation will be AM
follows: Each State and Territory, one
delegate at large to be appointed by the
Governor; each State and territorial as-
sociation of cattle, horse, sheep and
swine breeders, one delegate for every
10,000 head of stock represented by such
organization; each State or territory
live stock sanitary board three dele-
gates; each State agricultnral college.
0 le delegate; live stock commission ex-
changer, one delegate fir every ten
members; each stockyard company, one
delegate; each chamber of commerce.
five delegates; each live stock transpor-
tation company. one delegate; each as-
sociation of fine stock breeders, local as-
sociations or live stock clubs, not at-
tached to State or territorial associa-
tions, and not having the reqeisite nun'
ber of stock, one delegate each; each
live stock journal, one delegate.
The statements of those who have
been cured by Hood's Sarsaparilla prove
the great merit of this medicine. Get
only Hood's.
CONFESSED HIS CRIMES.
iseatese TO NEVi see]
Clarksville, Nov. 18.-The prelimi-
nary trial of Joe Boyd, the colored for-
ger of this city, who victimized several
of the most prominent merchants, and
who was caught by detectives in St.
Louis, having escaped from here last
October, but who was brought back
from St. Louis by Chief of Poli:e Rob-
inson yesterday, was held before 'Squire
Callwell this forenoon.
The forged check? were produced in
court, and when Boyd became aware
flirt the proof was certain against him,
he broke dean and acknowledged to
forgery-on five counts. His bond was
fixed at $1,000 in eaeh case, which he
was unable to furnish, and he was jailed
until the criminal court takes up his
case.
KOTED DIVAE DEAD.
e.1.1SCIAL TO NEW ERA
New York, Nov. 18.-Rev. Dr. Hough-
ton, pastor of the Church of the Trans-
figuration, better known as the "Llitte
Church Around the Corner," died last
night.
/ I. well known.Not only shouldc I the outside of the
body be perfect-
ly clean, but the interior of the body as
well. Clean teeth, clean mouth, clean
throat, clean nasal 'Damages, are all re-
quisites of perfect health. 'I he whole
body, as well as every organ in the body
is lined with moans membrane, which
is even more liable than the skin to be-
come very dirty. The most frequent
cause of unclean mucous membrane is
estarrh, Catarrh erosive unnatural as.
oretione, even though the estarrh
very alight. In thii emelltion good
health Is impoteilble,
Dr lintenian has made it specialty of
treating ehroni.. catarrh for nearly 01
years Ills great remedy (Pe•rtotic
lots beetling; known throuahotit the 1'111.
tad Statea and I anada. It is certainly
the best, and probably the only effective
internal remedy for chronic catarrh
It. cures lire pesmanent. The Doctor is
also the author of many books on citron
ic catarrh. His latest book on the sub.
ject will be sent free for a short time by
The Pe-ru-na Drug M'f'g Co., Colum-
bus, Ohio,






man. One of the
prime essentials
of health 14 clean
hues. The first
step in this dir-
e reetiou ie a clean
skin. This fact
One of the Few
certainties iu troating &Vale is coun-
ter irritation-the effect, usually, of
plasters. Bet JOI1141101.1'14 Itellistion., a
of th skint; it relieves s abe,
Piaster is more thee a ime. eXcitallt
by th , t abootpti-ti of its tc.clicinitt
propel-ti' a. the summer aria
tlieroueltriees of the relof it gives.
'Oliere, are other good Ousters, but
this Is the heist. And the lost is g
what we went. The genuine bears
the Bed Oros., Lenk for IL •
J01114111024 • JON NIN)N,
blasolt.s t digit( rhsnitets, New York.
Twelve More TOI Gioes 1/enmes1ied In Jes-
samine County -
STEAMER BUR`.ED OTriEn TELEGRAMS.
ISPECLie TO NEW ita..]
Newport, Ky., Nov. 18.-The jury in
the case again Duke Croxen. charged
with ereanIting Mrs. Tom Gleason, re-
turned a verdict of guilty, just before
noon, and fixed the defendant's sentence
at twenty years in the State prison.
It was expected that Croxon would be
found guilty, but many believed that he
would receive either a death sentence
or imprisonment for life.
Mrs. Gleason in her testimony posi-
tively identified Duke Croxon as the
man who pointed the pistol at her hus-
band's head when she was so brutally
assaulted. She also identified hien as
the second one of the crowd who assaul-
ted her after she bad been led by Greer
and others to a secluded spot.
Croxon yesterday seemed to realize
for the first time the enormity of his
crime. He remarked to others when
leaving the jail: "Nobody but Jesus
will now save us "
AMERICANS FREED.
(SPECIAL TO NEW NSA)
Key West, Nov. 18 -Capt. General
Blanco continues to carry out the hu-
mane policy he had planned, and Spain
is courting favor with theUnited States.
A communication received this morn-
ing from Havana announces that a
proclamation hits been issued by the
Spanish Government giving liberty to
all Americans in prison anywhere in
Cuba.
LAWLESSNESS SUPREME.
ISPLCIAL TO NEW ERA I
Nicholasville, Ky., Nov. 18 -The
greatest excitement prevails in this
county.
At an early hour this morning twelve
more toll gates were demolished.
Some of the gates were burned and
others chopped down.
The raiders rode boldly ieto town and
tacked cards, bearing words of defiance,
on the residences of the Comity Judge
and Sheriff.
STEAMER BURNED.
(SPECIAL TO KEW ItItA]
Chester, Ill., Nov. 18.-The handsome
st.amer, "Bluff City," was burned this
morning.
All the passengers escaped with their
lives, though several came near drown-
ing.
The loss occasioned by the fire is
large.
DECISION AFFIRMED.
[seacuiei o NEW ERA]
Frankfort, Ky., Nov 18 -The Court
of Appeals this morning affirmed the
decision of the lower court in the Com-
monwealth vs. Dugan case.
Dugan, it will be remembered, was
sentenced to the penitentiary for shoot-
ing and killing a brother of Cocgress-
man Colson.
LEACH WEAKENS.
[tineciAL TO NEW ERA]
Knoxville, Nov. le.--Mynatt Leach,
convicted of the murder of John D
Heck, at Coal Creek, and sentenced to
he hang d Dec 5, has made a confession
in which he implicates John and Sam
Taylor, John Wileon and Henry Goitre.
He says these four men promised to pay
him $50 each for killing heck. The lat-
ter was manager of the Standard mines,
and had incurred the enmity of the
miners. The sum was never paid
Leach.
Annual Assessment.
The Board of Rai:road Comruissioners
has completed toe annual assessment of
the railroad property of the State, and
is making total figures on the assess•
merits. The report will show a total as-
sessment of between $43,500,000 and
$43,750,000.
The board this year does not assess
5-i,e79,000 of bridle, eroperty used for
both railroads and toot passage, assessed
last year, but on which tax was not
paid, because of the decision holding
this class of property liable for local tax
Tini tax will be in excess of that paid
last year. The following roads extend•
ed their track as follows: Kentucky
Northern. 9 miles; Licking Valley, 12
miles; Brooksville railroad, 10 miles.
No More Blind Tigers.
The rocent town election, says the
Russellville Ledger, practically settles
the lieenee election so far as the town is
cencerued. The old Board of Council-
men were re-elected, defeating a "Pro-
hibition" or anti-saloon board by all
overwhelming majority. The issue w is
clearly drawn, and the result proves be-
yond doubt fleet oureitizens will never
willingly return to the blind tiger sys-
tem.
Adairville Wedding.
Miss Bessie, daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Joe lioberts, one of Adairville's most
popular belles, was married yesterday
afternoon in the parlor of the Roberts
house to Mr. 0. D. Proctor, a successful
young man of the same place. Rev,
John L. Hill officiated
Latest Returns.
--
Official returns from 1111 counties and
amm•ottleial returns from the other three
giver Shackelford 17,804 plurality over
Bailey Shackelford's total vote is
187,482, and the oonillitied oppositioe
1001,315, Offielal figura from loi coon
tine show a nisprity against the oonsti•
tutional ametelment of fl Mt, whir+
Will II" ite•reaseil by the figures from
the other fifteen
• -
More Money Beat Out.
Superintendent of Public Instruction
Davidson, is today certifying to the
Treasurer $214,551 to be sent out this aft-
ernoon to School Boards, $520,977 has
just been forwarded to County Superin
tendents. The Louisville School Board
is not included In this.
--- e- - -- -
THE oft agitat
ed question of estab-
hailing in the city of Washington
a great national university on the
lines suggested by President Washing
ton at last has taken more definite form
than in the past, and a nnmber of rep-
resentative Ametleuu women have
taken hold of the project with a determ-
ination to push it to a successful ooncha•
mien if possible. They have started out
in a practical manner by seeking to
raise the first $260,000 necessary for the
erection of on aduilnistrstion building
to form the nuleus of the university,
aud hope to be able to lay the corner
stone on rubraory 111, INC
8-••••••••••••' ilWalliaaaWirm• II•A• •-•••••••
county, Kan., ill the Kaw Valley, about
fifteen miles frem Kansas City. One
firm of potato farmers shipped last year
234 cars and this year 257 ears, a car
load ranging from 450 to 500 bushels,
thus mulling this year's outpnt well to-
ward 2e5,000 bushels A market is found
ill every direction even iii g no 1)u -
lath to the Gulf and ft tn New Y rk t
New lit, x en. III rtint ',hippo las to Buf-
falo, N. Y . sold at eighty Oleo to nine-
ty ceets a liushel on track. Much of
the product is disposed of before ship-
ping on bids by wire, but if at any tit 0
such bids are not satisfactory they ship
on consignment The intention of this
firm is te short next year 500 acres, and
for this purpose they have just now pur
chased in East Central Ninnesota 5,G00
bushels of sect protatoes for themselves,
in addition to 4.000 bushels which their
neighbors will plant. About nine bush-
els are used on an acre if the potatoes
are large; if small a 1-se quantity of
seed is required In a fair season and
from Northern-grown seed a crop of 200
bushels an acre is counted on. This
year's crop netted the growers forty-five
to fifty cents a bushel on track.
POCI.• RV NOTES.
Scatter the grain well in feeding.
Store up some clover for winter feed
Org.
Clean dirt is a good disinfectant and
purifier,
A wide range is essential to the
health and vigor of fowls.
The easiest plan of keeping track of
the chickens as they grow up is to mark
them.
See that the early moulting hens have
good attentior.
Daring moulting good nutritious food
supplied liberally is better than stimu-
lants.
When the eggs are to be stored te
sure to separate the roosters from the
hens.
Boiled gas tar stands Ii xt to a good
whitewash as a remedy for lice in the
poultry quarters.
By keeping the moulting hens in a
good condition they will get through
moulting in lees time.
A good spray pump properly used 's
the most enconotnical way of einte-
washiue the inside of a eoultry house.
Corn roasted like coffee and fed twice
a week will always pay well for th#
trouble.
The moulting hens should have a ra-
tion rich in the elements of nutrition
and in good variety.
Lime water is a corrective of bowel
diseases and is also a remedy for soft
shelled eggs.
Homoecpathy in Cook County Charity
Hospital.
Whenever hemoropathy has had a fair
chance to demonstrate its virtues it has
always shown itself, as a system of in
terual medicine, to be superior to any
other method with which it has been
brought into competition.
The record of our school in Cook
County Charity Hospital, Chicago, is no
exception to the rule so long established.
In the pages of our esteemed contem-
porary, the "Clinical Reporter,' of St.
Louis, we find a note to the effect that
at the latest meeting of the Sliseouri In.
of Homoeopathy a Chicago phy-
sician was present who stated that the
members of the homoeopathic staff of
Cook County Charity Hospital appeared
before the Board of County '_,ommission-
ers for Cook County, and made an ap-
peal for an increased percentage of the
patients, basing their request on the
claim that the mortality rate in the ho-
moeopathic wards was markedly lower
than the rate in in the wards under
control of the two other schools of med-
icine. On the showing made the com-
miasioners readily granted the request,
and since that time the homoeopaths
have a larger proportion af the patient..
Here are the farts that were present-
ed to the commissioners:
The mortality•rate in the homoeopath-
ic wards of Cook County Hospital is
three per cent. less than the mortality-
rate in the wards where the patients re-
ceive allopathic or eclectic treatment.
The figures were made up after an Ex-
amination of the Hospital records cover-
ing a period of five years, and the treat-
ment of 50,000 casee
The superior results of the homo• o-
pathic treatment, if the entire number
patients received the benefit of it, would
be equivalent to the saving of 300 lives
per year, or, in the five-year period,
1,500 lives.
In the treatment of tetanus, of pneu-
monia, and of typhoid, the hounoeopaths
in Cook County Hospital have always
had a reoord markedly better than that
following other methods of practice.
On this showing an appeal was made
for an increseel percentage of the pa-
tients. When the matter was prevented
one of the commieeioners, using a forci-
ble expletive, exclaimed, "By gad, air,
they ought to have it all
The favorable xesults of the five-year




IGNORANCE in regard topaint materials or painting
would seem in this age to be in-
excusable, when full information
can be had free. If interested, it
will pay to get pamphlet and
color cards, also twelve picturir
of houses painted in different•
shades or combinations of colors,
free. Send your address.
NATIONAL LEAD CO., CINCINNATI BRANCH,
Cot. 7th St and Freeman Ave., Cincinnati, 0
ilk..111”1111t7111111IMMITIMMI.
'*(111 14
203 kouth Main St. Opp, First National Bank
Orqy Complete Liquor
StOre in Christian County.
Largest stock, oldest and choicest
brands, pursst quality and lowest price.
Whiskies direct from U. S. bonded
warghouses, whiskies bottled in bond"
under supervision of U. S. Government,
with U. S. stamp on each bottle, guar-
anteing purity of contents, and espec-
e,_ iall$ adapted
u- For Medical and
it Family Purpose's.
1
Jug and keg trade a specialty.




















10 Cart an. ram* of co.otostven. f aseareb ar• the Idea! Laxa-
tive. weer [rip or tripe, is caste easy 101111.81,11 roseate. Nam-










and the Little Tot.
FNENNT rbutTens:
Men's extra heavy long riding Over
coat well worth 7.5o
For 135 00.
Mens's all wool Beaver and Ker
sey Blue and Black, worth $io
For 87 50.
len's fine all wool and Beave
Satin lined worth $12.50
For S 10 00.
Men's finest -High Art" Ulster
and Overcoats
$12 50 to $17.50.
Boys Inc all wool blue and black
Overcoats
85 an4 $6.
Children's, 3 to 4 Years, Cal*
Overcoats
81.50.
Childrens' finest, 3 to 8 years, (see
our South show window).
At 82.50 to 34.
Also large line Men's Mackintoshes,
82 to $10.







HOPES RUNNING HIGH. QUARTER OF CENTURY STRUCK BY LIGHTNING CLOVER SEED THIEF.
Farmers Still Looking For Twenty Fifth Wedding An- Methodist Church at Fair-Robbed Dr. Jno. P. Bell, In
Dollar Wheat. ntversary Celebrated. view Destroyed. South Christian.
WHAT EXPERTS THINK , A PLEASANT OCCASION NC.-)T ANY INSURANCE.
II C SeithOeal Depends Upon the Size and Can. Large Member of Their Femmes Gather to
Cong.serlate Sr. and Mrs. Walter Kelly.ditto', el tee Argentine Crop.
OUTL001 FOR NEXT YEAR DISCOURGAING I MANY SIRNDSONIE PRESENTS RECENEO.
In spite of the present prices and the
fretecient fiactuatious in the wheat mar
ket, mate Christian county farmers be
lave that the cereal will go beyond the
dollar mark by the first of the year, and
have net yet sold their crops.
mulls and Beare Talk.
Whether they are exerciaing good
jedgment in holdine remains to be seen.
The St. Louis Republic put the qaestion •
Will the price of wheat advance to
$1.50 per bushel?'  to three of the most
prominent -bulls" and three of the best
peetied "Deere" of St. Lenin, nearly all
of w born expressed the belief that wheat
would advance considerably above pres-
ent prices between now and the first of
the year. Chas C. Othwein, a "bull"
who does/A immense exporting bust-
nese, said: "I do not think there is
anything unreasonable about the pre-
diction that wheat will sell se high as
$1 25, and it may go up to $1 50. Eu-
rope is taking all the wheat we have to
offor, antiwith this almost unprecedent-
ed foreign decuend, together with the
demand here at home, there is good
reason foe the high prices. Last night
we cabled to our representatives on the
other side, and every offer we made was
werpeed. I have sold $00,000 bushels
today for export. Business has been
gool right along, and the indications
are that it will continue to bold out, as
the foreigners are unable SO get any.
smug IsIte all the wheat they need."
Outeervaties View,
A mere conservative new pious the
lioct et el 10 Wars Jets, I. A great
itees •lepentle upon Ike Argentine Prop
tier Ina 10111111101 of the yen, 11 it
is good anti there IS plenty of 9, Ibai
wheal will be In the Mellet IN Nape,
tition with Ameeitetti grail, bet If theta,
stioet.I happen to he • shortage dime
that.1 wt. audI get high Weal for
+violet ter well an towards neat homed
tole teltilleelloti. II Sttalild be noted
thee the nullm.k for a good erns; hilt
year is remota), dliaMerlifint The
tarsiers of the United Malec hewing
harems high!y elated over the upward
tendency of wheat sod the advanos of
flfty eents above the pries of lass year
became enthuse'sl e'er the benefits de-
rived front present prices, and almost
Inamediatele began preparations to rro-
duce a -rop tells greatly in excess of
the almost enexcelled yield of the pres•
sat year
Great Expectations.
On all sided and in every winter wheat
growing State of any consequence, the
producers broke up and prepared a much
larger 'acreage than is customary, even
surpassing Clint devoted to the raising of
the cereal in is97, with the intention of
growing a crop that will probably never
be excelled.
Bat a devasting and protracted drouth
had its beginning shortly after the win-
ter wheat Waal WWI:. Consequently, a
large proportion of the crop in the
ground did not fructify, but became
parched met baked, and finally decay-
ed,and tnat proportion, where the
country e as favored by light showers.
which survived the intensity of old sole
rays and sprouts d, has since made but
trivial progress. As a result, the actual
acreage planted and sprouted at preempt
is smaller man that of 0397.
secondary consideration
However, this sbortage is only a mat
ter rif ~tindery conserieration, for in
ceesees• weere the stein has epenuted
W., s ,•1 MAN 01 v&A *fetal? retarded 11 no
14, ee elikt *loam, aid isjses ohovitie
is iota above the earfaii, when at this
pertiel II Should have a drin and rub
'denim! Witnitiig and a seitiotently Mier-
owl pewit* to novel She field.
Jut three weeks later than this date
last year itccurred the cold spell that
wrought muolx damage to the wheat
man in many ottetions and almost whet.
ly ruined tile 'rep in °seers.
Maaardrous Condition.
Probably never before in the history
of thin country of this country has the
winter wheat crop been in such a has•
ardons Condition as this season of the
year and the future development, de-
pend entirely upon the weather condi-
tious and collect unusually favorable,
the crop is almost certain to be greatly
decreased. However, no one can even
imprountately foretell the final outcome
but one thing is positive, and that is
Seal the crop. is esoseatingly backward
and Indiffereng for this season of the
rftf,
SALESMAN Weeted -Free Outfit,
Otis &emit earned $113,01/0 in tins years,
Several earn {Loco a year. Specialty,
Mine., Mills, etc. -Factory", P. 0.
1871, New York d&valt
GONB AFTER BIG GANZ.
The Doughty Nimrods Left Wednesday
Morning for Arkansas.
At 520 Wednesday morning, the
Christian County Hunting Club left
Hopkinsville over the Illinois Central
railroad. A private passenger roach
and two box cars were used to transport
the party.
Several wagons, about forty dogs and
twenty horses, a dozen tents and suffi-
cient provisions to last them weeks were
carried along. The club will reach the
hunting grounds at Red Fork, Arkan•
use, Friday. In the party are:
J. 5. Parish, Bruce L. Rice, r. I.
Bradley and Frank 0 Beaumont,
Clarksville; Phil lander D. Pendleton
and Walter A. Radford, Pembroke
Will A. Glass, Church Hill; Pete Bark•
er and J. Mack Meriwether, Poachers'
Mill; W. W. West, Rich; S. It White
and J. W. Candle, Julian; Austin Peay,
Sr., Bell; Edward Soaclair, Russell-
ville, and several others.
Salesmari Wanted,
• A reliable man to eel! our Tiger
Brands Lubricating Oils and lire/teem,
Belt Oil and Roofing Paint. Liberal
terms and commission. References re-
quired. Address:










A Pere 000 Cream of Tartar Powder.
I 40 TEARS THE STANDARD.
Mon. night the 25th anniversary of the
marriage of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Kelly
wan celebrated. A large number of the
friends of the popular couple gathered
as their beautif ,+ I new home onFifteenth
street at 8 o'clock to offer congratu-
lations and good wishes.
Bsatifol Dscorator.i
The rooms were beautifully decorated
with smilax and ferns and all ve nt
''merry as marriage bell." .aft,,r cor-
dial felieitations were spoken laid 11r..jy
general conversation engaged in, the
guests were ushered into the dining
room where refreameuts were served by
Misses Mary Graeme Starling, Lirsie
Gaither, Anna Landes and Armies Todd
Kelly. Altogether the evening was a
most ei.joyable one to all and will live
long in the memories of those in at-
tendance.
List of Guests.
The following ladies and gentlemen
were present: Mr. and Mn. E M.
Fact', Mr. and Mrs J B Nicliesie, Mr.
and Mrs. W. T. Tandy. Misr Hattie
Dietrich, Miss Mary McPherson, Mr.
and Mrs. Alouzo Carroll, of Nashville,
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Hunt, of Jackson,
Tenn., Mr. and Mrs Herbert McPher-
son, Mrs. Cornelia Wallace. Mr. and
Mrs. J. D. Were, Judge Lendes and
wife, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Aiidereon,
Mrs. A. if. McClure, of Frankfort, Rev.
Edmund Harrison, Mrs. J. U. Ferrell,
J E McPherson, Mr. and Mrs W. T.
Route, Mr. lad Mr. Nat Gaither, J. 11,
Furry', Mr. and Mr.. Allan M Wattle,
MI. islid Mrs, Thee, W, MI. atilt
Mrs. M. It, Delriville It.,, and NM
II, DC Vail, Dv. 1' W. Disko', "'roll
4, WillIe, ' •7 NSa,Isssg, Mu sad Mrs,
W.I Davlseo, Mr. Williams Keldy, of
*sadism. Priumaii.
Ti. metals, Of MOW, nvni,
Ilfly IN amber, were greatly admired
aid imbrued everythiog appropriate to
the eemision, lam at thetas




Itherifteleet J J Herons hat put,
ohased the Janie* Yaneey residence oil
North Main street, the eoneideratiou
being 51,1+00. Mr. Barnes will remove




Near Clarksville while Harry Evans,
of Louisville. was out hunting with H.
J. bicMarray, to whom Evans has been
on a visit, the latter accidentally shot
and wounded his friend with a shot
gun. The men were on opposite side8
of • thicket, and could not be seen by
each other. Not knowiug that McMur-
ray was within the range of hie gun,
Evans fired at somegame in the thicket,
and the load struck McMurray in one
aide and in the ar , producing painful
but net fatal wounds.
-60--
Barr-MoDovrell.
The engagement of Mr. William Wal-
lace McDowell and Miss Elise Rogers
Barr, both of Louisville, hie been an-
nounced The date of the wedding has
not been fixed, beat it will be solemnized
at the ho.ne of the bride, 838 Second
street, the last week in December. Mims
Barr is the youngest daughter of Judge
John W. Bart, of the Unified Shape
District Court, and Is one of Losierille'e
MOSS popular young women, She has
massy friends in thie oily, Mr, linpnw,
ill in a mitiolien for Vain Todd,
Pereeaal Potato,
Mr. etonewell Morris Is quite ill from
fever
Mr Luther Haden has returned from
a business trip to Dweusboro
Mr. Cleo. W. Long, who has been Ill
for so long, is a great deal worn.
Prof. T. J. Kirkpatrick is to Nashville
attending the nuptial* of his sector,
Messrs. Will and Stephen Trioe went
to Madisonville last night to eint Mr.
John Waller.
Mrs. Edmund Harrison and Mn" Jen.
uie Chalkley have gone to Virginia to
visit relatives and friends.
O. 1'. Blakey and wife left Istarday
morning for Hopkineville where they
ezprot to spend the winter,—Anburn
note In Komellville Herald.
Mr. Jobs Olartly, of Grady, was In
the oily Wednesday
Miss Marie Tyler boa returned from
New York.
Mr Frank Chilton, of Pembroke, was
in town Wednesday
Mr. C. S Coleman, of Bennettstown,
was here Wednesday
Mr. Upshaw Beckner. of South Chris-
tian, was in the city Wednesday.
Messrs. Virgil Garnett and R. R.
Lloyd, of Pembroke, were in the city
Wednesday.
Mise Willie Rust returned at noon
Tuesday from Gracey.
SMALL WRECK AT PRINCETON.
1. O. Engine Damaged and Fireman
Had a Narrow Escape.
While swathing at Princeton a
freight car on the Ohio Valley railroad
ran into an Illinois Central engine, bad-
ly damaging it. The accident was
caused by the engine being loo close to
a side-track switch.
The fireman had a narrow escape, but
jamped from the engine in lime to save
his life. The freight car was turned
completely over. A wrecking engine
arrived shortly after the accident and
cleared away the wreck.
Royal Liquor House.
The patronage that the Royal Liqnor
Company has received during the few
days that its doors have been open to
the public proves that the people ofttop-
kinaville and vicinity appreciate the
good qualities of the establishment, and
will give it support
It is the only enterprise Of the kind
ever opened in this city The pro-
prietor is Mr. Jake Samuels and the
business he conducted under his person-
al supervision. He is a genial, popular
gentleman and a wide-mike, expert-
cured imminent, man,
The Royal Liquor Orimpairi place of
business should not be confonndiel With
ultimo, IS in nothing of this kind
Vine lupus% of all kinds are wild as
wholesale and retail, but oo qinititity
leas than a half-pins can tta purchased,
and no drinking is allowed anywhere in
the establishment.
Mr. Samuels has brought to the city
the best line of liquors fin Southern
Kentucky. His patrons May rest as-
sured of courteous treatment and fair
dealing..
The Matrimen a! Wass is Still Rolling Over
the County.
RELICiellS SERY.CES-LOCIL MATTERS.
The Methodist church at Fairview,
was struck by lightning Tuesday
morning, about three o'clock, and burn-
ed to the ground.
The organ, pulpit, pews, chairs and
chandeliers were eaved.
The loss is about $1,500, with no in-
surance.
the storm was particularly severe in
the Fairview vicinity, and many fencce
were blown down. No other damage




Mr. Sherman Henderson and Mrs.
Katherine He nderson, of the Carl neigh-
borhood, iii North Christian, drove to
the city Wednesday, accompanied by a
number of friends, and were joined iii
wedlock. The ceremony Was perform-
ed about eleven o'clock in the parlor of
Mrs. Shaw's boarding house on North
Main street. Rev. Robt. S Carter, rec-
tor of the Episcopal church, nested.
Tne contracting persons are cousins.
Boyd-Johnson.
Mr. Edward L. Beyd and Miss Ellen
Johnson were married at half•part
five o'clock Wednesiday at the home
of the bride near Kelley. The Rev.
Alex McCord, a liaptiot preacher,
tied the nuptial knot, The Snide is
a rioter of Mir J. X LlIallioree, of this
oily, nod a tieughter of the tete Squire





Mr, William JAI Arnett and Mice Null
t/Viefletti Grave. were married '1 littreits.v
incising al at Iii.. 1151"
tist citurrh, In Pembroke, by lien. J, Li,
Neill. The Whitt Is a moot of Mr.
Llharlee X Grin* atel Mies hula Warm
ef this idly. The iff00111 is a WO uf the
lit. Win. J. Monett,
•
A (lettered Vint PIP.
4•1••••••
County Clerk Prows. issued a taarri-
age license Weduesday to T. W. hic•
Gooch and Eila Uoodruti, a colored
couple.
Protracted
The two protracted meetings which
are in progress in this city are being
well-attended and much interest has
been manifested in both. Evangelist
Plummer, who is conducting services
every afternoou and night at the Bap
ties church, is an eloquent and scholarly
young man. Elder Sewell, of Nash-
ville, is doing much good by his excel-
lent sermons delivered morning and
evening at Rifle's chapel.
Appointed Messenger.
John L Preston, of Henderson, has
been appointed express messenger for
the American Express Company on the
I. U. trains between Evansville and
Hopkinsville.
A GLANCE BACKWARD
The Most Important Work of the Synod
Epitomised
Theleeetit Cumberland Presbyterian
tiytiod in this oily, reiltioad the Hine
Preebyterles in the ilitate to Pia, to he
known as ltoulevtlie, Dueittertand, 1,0,
gen, Mayfield, owenaboro and Primer,
ton.
The Presbyteries of Anderson, Davie
and Nolin go out of existence, their ter-
ritory and membership being allotted to
others. Kentucky Pie sbytery will be
known hereafter as Louisville. The
dennitenntion has 100 broacher§ in theme
Presbyteries, 1117 churches, and 10,0141
members.
_
MORE WARRANTS( TOD/ PAID.
$200.000 of Old Outstanding Paper
Will Be Called In.
Am. •1••• am••••••
State Treasurer bong, who has sirs arty
paid off $105,0o55 of old nut/dentin)/ war
rinse OW Of the ten ciente reserve of this
m41'61120, will, on Detiember 6, oill
in for payment 'MOW more of this
class of paper,
MakenProvisions.
An authority on constitutional law
says the Kentucky Legislature can ac-
complish nothing of cousequeece by re-
moving party devices from the election
ballots, as the Constitution makes all
necessary provision for the voting of il-
literate persons.
Indigestiye poisons are the bane of
the dyspeptic's life. When sick, see if
your sickness is caused by indigestive
poisons. If so, take Shaker Digestive
Cordial. This is the only certain way
of being permanently cured, becalms it
is the only way that gets rid of till
poisons. You know that fermented
food is poisonous. You know that pois-
on is unhealthy. Shaker Digestive Cor-
dial clears the stomach of fermenting
food, and purifies the blood and system
of indigeative poisons. It cures inde
eestion and the diseaus that come of it.
Headache, dizziness, nausea stomach•
ache, weakness, flatulence, conetipa.
lion, loss af appetite, irritability, etc.
These are a few of the symptoms cann-
ed by indigeative poisons, cured by Sha-
ker Digestive Cordial.
At druggists, price ten cents to one
dollar per bottle.
Cascaretie stimulate liver, kidneys and
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0,  kV:1SW Still, 0.
pmi,„ DEALERS
oic eALE BY R. 0. HARDWICK.
EIGHT SACKS TAKEN.
Sold The Stolen Properly to Merchants In
Clarksville
SECURED SIXTY DOLLARS AND SKIPPED.
On the night of Monday. November
8, several baste of clover seed were
stolen from Dr. J. P. Bell, of Douglas,
in South Christian, and as yet there is
no clue to the identity of the thief.
The s to'er s d were taken toClarksville
and weld to a grocery firm.
Noise at the Stable.
The fact" in the CAM° are given as fol-
lows by the Clarksville Times: On the
night mentioned, Dr. Bell heard some
noise at his stable, but paid little heed
to it. His cook called his attention to
the fact that a wagon had passed by the
pace, lame tome a little way down the
road eon tiou returned. Dr. Bell went
to het statute mid tound that the lock On
the door eau been broken. Entering,
he noteceu that a large pile of clover
seed mu bags fled been uisturbed, but did
not unss any of it. The doctor left
home sun was absent uutill Thursday,
the litn inst., when, upon bin return,
he discovered that eight sacks of clover
Brea were missing. He at once tele-
phoned to the authorities of Ciarkevine
and remitted them of the theft.
Cloves • heed For Sale.
On 1 ueeday, Noseuiber 9, the day
after the clovkr seed were stolen from
Dr. Bell, a negro man who gave the
name ut Peter Levi I, went to the store
of Jobe hunt & Co. and tried to sell
tune biter of clover teed. kits did not
enuceed in snaking the sale there, and
winit to Kersiee & Nortinuotou'a where
he diepteted of this heed fot$110.The iiegro
fetid that ilv hail relied the seed on the
farm it Imo Wallatet where he had
Wee woresog1111eiliares,
Were' lee theft of the seen was
hewed le tile I and IS was dis
'entered iliel what Was 0%14)14,011 In be
stolen properly had been sold here by a
Mali jet leg hie 110110 as Pelee !silent, a
Hearn liy Sisal 1116111N NAM (11111111 111111
leoliell up, but II Was seen hai lie silsi
not *newer Dia dinierlption of the man
Who sold the easel, w hurl' proved the let.
lir haul merely seamed Levan, 11111110
as a 11111141,
Arrested Os Suspisles.
Yesterday, Dr. Boll and Constable
Bowie, from Douglas, name to Clarks
vIlle with a negro timed Henry nation
who had been arrested on suspicion,
but he mild not be identified by Kees0V,
& Northiugton and was released. Who-
ever the this f is, he has covered his
tracks so successfully that the officers
do not know his identity.
_
FORTUNATE FOR MUSIC LOVERS.
Hopkineville Gets the Only Open Date
of the Present Season.
It was fortunate that the Library A at-
socirtion wale able to secure the New
York Male Quartet, assisted by Miss
Nellie Nichols, for when application
was made to the bureau for this attrac-
tion there was only one open night dur-
ing the entire sewn. This is an indi-
cation as to the popularity of the com-
pany for they are in demand every.
where.
It was by far the best entertainment
on the season ticket .for last year's
course. Those who heard the quartet
last year will be glad to know that there
have been ehatertes in It this sewn.
It is composed of the following pentane
J, Corbett, tenor,
Hondo W moult intritono.
If V, Dean, tenor,
Dooglar Lane, limo,
Mimi Nellie Wiehole, readFr.
The only lleW thing will be the pro-
Uptre House, Wednesday, Nov.
24th.
ELECTION OF 0711011Rii MILD.
Aprotrem•nt "(Secretary Will beMadis
N!•vshitisr 110th
The Kentucky and Tennessee Board of
Fire Underwriters, in session at Louis-
ville, re-elected W. D. Deane President
and James Joseph, Vice•President. The
Executive Committee is as follows: A.
H. R. Hart, A. G. Dugan, Frank G.
Snyder, W A. Stone, Clods' Matthews,
J. W. Powell slit McClure Kelly.
The Neeretery to swotted Mr Snyder,
who renegued, will be nettled icy the Es,
Noutive tionituittee Nov, to, Mr, Jack
Wore is making a strong for the poet.
lion. It was recommended the tariff
in use at Columbia, Tent) , where so
much trouble has been had, is discarded
A committee will also visit Memphis,
Knoraville and Nashville, with a view









HERE'S A GEZ41.TINE FREAK
Colored Woman In Todd Has Twelve
oe• sr. d Fingers
Aunt Lizzie Cumbee, an old colored
woman who resides near the Allegro.
township, writes the Sharon Grove cor-
respondent of the Elktou Progress, is re
cuarkable in more ways than one. She
has twelve toes and fingers. However,
both of her big toes and both of her
thumbs are double, all having perfectly
formed nails,
She also has a son, nerve, about thir•
ty year. of age, who had twelve toes
any fingers, but had a finger removed
from each hand.
Aunt Lizzie in about sixty-five years
old and tips the beam at something
near three hundred. She is a hard
working woman and says she suffers no
inconvenience from her remarkable
number of toes and fingers.
w
PUBLIC SALE.
Having dissolved partnerst ip and
rented the farm for 1119e, we will oil
Thursday, Nov. 25, 1897, at our farm
near Church Hill, Christian county. Ky,
offer for sale at public auction, al/ our
partnership property on said farm, con-
sisting of stock, farming implements,
crop of corn and tobacco and household
and kitchen furniture, as follows:
6 head of first-clam work mules, I
yearling mule colt, 1 suckling mule colt,
4 splendid brood mares, 1 Alcyone colt,
thoroughbred race harm, 2 year' old;
2 saddle and harness mares. II 'lett' old;
II head of Mitch emelt and valves, 11 head
of beef rattle, 40 head of fat hogli. Wo
head of stock host (gnats anti pigs)
hand of sheep, u hivourrtoot tantinrimid McOoriniok mower, I IhstifIlig
mower, I hay rake, I eon planter, I
ii ut' eultivelor, 1 slice hurtle', I totinotti -
leg harrow, I hay baler, I new meted,
der end hooker, I Neill- will, 0 wagons.
Plows, hoes, axes, shovels, snoops, imo
wheat sacks, wagon and plow harness,
300 barrels of corn, about 40,000 pounum
of tobacco, household and kitchen fur-
niture.
Sale without reserve. Terms made
known on day of sale. We also want
to Jell tarn). ().•t. etee, 1897.
W. P and T. S. WINFREE,
IBM=








AYS the Elkton Progress: eletilevs
lids rapid immigration of °lir citi-
zens to Hopkineville is stopped,
the PrlifreFil will at Once favor strict
querns tine regulations. This is not that
we lose Hopkiusville lets, but Elkton
more."
-v1 NTUCKY•S open huntingeea Onsare as follows: Squirrelle, Jn ne
15 to February I. Geese, wood -
ducks aid all other wild ducks, August
15 to I pril 1. Wild turkeys, February
Ito l-eptember I. Quail, partridge'',
pheans tits, November 15 to January 1
Doves, August Ito February 1.
EV. Sam Jones is opposed to free
schools, and tills recent interview
said: am in favor of free
schools to one class only, and that is the
childien of parents who will come to
the conrt house of the county and take
the pauper's oath and swear that they
are not able to pay their children's tni•
Hon. Then let the public pay teachers
who will teach those children the three
R's.-reading, riting and rithinetic-and
nothii g more "
NFORMATION is so often desired on
he •ubject that I give a list of wed-
/
mug einuiverseries for the benefit of













Twelfth goer „ . ....... ., 111111 autl Welt
Vinson*  Orgoial
T W en I leth year , , , , i', ......... 01illie
Tivehly•Ilftli year.  Silver
Toirtiuth year  Pearl
Fortieth pear  Itully
rail, ih reef , ,,, , ....... , . , tioltion
rieventrilfill year  thallium'
DB, CLARDY will leave for Witalitmotto beat week. Mrs. (lardy.Mrs, Jon, (Aug, Jr., and Mrs.
roloilo Proffitt,' will spend a part of
the wittier with him.
Coegressinen are already arriving at
Witahington for the coining cession, and
the hotels are beginning to fill rapidly.
The first to arrive were two or three
Western representatives, and Congress-
man John H. Rhea, of the Third dis-
trict of Kentucky. Messrs. Settle,
Wheeler, Berry, Colson, Smith and the
other members of the Kentucky delega-
tion are expected there before the mid-
dle of next week, or by that time. The
usual number of anxious patriots who
have thus far failed to pull down pr zee
are bee, and more, many more, are
also going. I can not speak with auth-
ority as to whether Maj. Orumbaugh
will stay thereon come home.
Mfr.* social.
There will be a coffee social with
music at Mr Brownell'a, Friday even-
ing. Admission ten cents.
-- --see -
For Sale.
Ou reasonable terms and at moderate
prices, two houses and lots (brick oot.
cage.) on North Virginia street.
HUNTER WOoD & 80.
August 3rd, 1807,
MONEY TO LOAN- On gcod real
testate security. Apply to
It IlehT1111 WOOD ft 11011.
Ii it SAIM =My reeitletiee Menet nth
and Liberty it., ott easy forma. Gall on
It W TIM*, rtilw.
w+.040.. eeetereeweePfe
F"'"Y"'"ER BOSTON S GREAT PREAOHER.
Miss Hannah Cravens Died.
Yesterday Afternoon.
MR. CLARK STEPS OUT.
Succeed- d By Will Feland-Alleged Core
Thiel Put ed.
A FAILURE-THE QUARTET-LOCAL NEWS
Miss Hennali Oravena, died Wed.
afternoon at the home of her sister,
Mrs. W. A. Rickman, on North Elm
street. She had been extremely ill dur-
ing the last few days from typhoid
fever, having suffered a relapse from a
sickness of several weeks' duration, and
the sad end was expected.
A Lovable Girl.
The deceased was a daughter of Mr
William Cravens', of Gracey, a well-
known citizen of this county. She was
seventeen years old. Her many noble
virtues, christiau character, and lova-
ble disposition had endeared to a large
circle of acquaintances, and her death
will be earnestly mourned. She was a
student at Bethel Female College, and,
being ambitious and capable, had made
excellent progress in her studies.
Funeral 'services were held thisTbura-
day at ten o'clock at the home of Mrs.
Rickman. A large crowd of sorrowing
relativea and friends were present. The
services wire conducted by Dr. Notirse,
of the Ninth Presbyterian church, and
Elder Smith, of the Christian church.
The remains were taken to the family
buying grounds at Julian for inter-
ment.
WILL CLARK STEPS OUT
Succeeded by Will If•lanci, Unitise Yan-
d•ll Wants the Plato.
Mr. W. W. lark. formerly of Hop.
kitiatille, who bee buil chief deputy at
the revenue ottitie for four pent, retired
yesteriley sod Isis platy was taken by
Mr. Will Felted, who will hold is dm,
loreidt's sssisislislslrsliumil, mtmevisiistg Mr
Ii0v11 lint decide iu lees, IS.
Mr. Yraiiiia hes forwarded III. WWI In
Waaliingloti for epproval and as 110011 Se
ills amividied Ills Olive will lie trans.
forted to him.
0•4111
ONAROID WIVE IIIIIALINO 00111)1,
Lewis Awerisi ArrestedWellastedep At
ts rau at Chetah Mill.
Lyinas Merin, colored, was erreeted
Wed. afternoon near Church Hill by
Deputy Sheriff Wilkins and lodged in
jail. He was tried Thu. morning before
Judge Breathitt on a charge of stealing
corn. It was alleged that he stole, or
assisted in stealing, three barrels of corn
from farmers, Tom Winfree and Jim
Johnson. Averitt has borne a good rep-
utation in the neighborhood, and it is
generally believed that he is innocent.
Suspicion points his brother as the guil-
ty person, amid he can not be located.
The prisoner was released on $2.5 bond
to appear again Monday.
RAILWAY PAYMASTER FAILS.
John It. Neat Assigns, Naming Judge
Brown es Assignee.
John R. Neat, paymaster of the Lou-
isville Railway Company, Wednesday
tiled a deed cf assignment in the County
Clerk's office of Jeffepson county. Judge
M. D. Brown, of Hopkinstille, was nam-
ed or assignee.
Antordiria in the good filed Neat lain
&Weil to the following poncho in the
= Jem2t 
CAsToRial
AVege table Preparation for As -
Slmila ling thefood and Ilegula-














A perfect Remedy for CORStipa-
lion. Slur StomaCh.Diarrhoen,
Worms ,Convulsions , Feeeri s h-
nes s and Loss OF SLEEP.




.1 j Dosis s'











Castes Is pat ap In ote-sise bottles only. It
in not sold in balk. Don't alloy anions to ell
yes any-thing she on the plus or promise that It
is "just as good" and "will answer every pat--










Those Beautiful Novelty Drcss Patterns.
EXAMINE THIS ELEGANT STOCK.
The latest things out just received from New York. My fall
stock of staple and fancy dry goods, trimmings, ladies fur-
nishing goods. gents furuishing goods, lace curtains, plain
and saucy ribbons, gloves, corsets, handkerchiefs, blankets,
trunks, &c- The careful buyer will do well to
Sacicets and Capes .
The largest and best assorted line in the city and style and
prices can not be excelled.
Carpets, Rugs and Oilcloths
In endieeti varieties and patterns from the ehespell lo the
finest Moquett,
81/0 KS! 8110 le I I 8110 NSW
My @Mira line of shoes Will be (dead nut rogordloot of tiros
wholesale' mot, Now is your time to litty eiteep Viiii
niy store before purchsaing and you will surely be tiontinced




The Rev. J. 13 Urady, D. D , Advises His Parishioners to Take
Paine's C lery Compound.
,4.--:-_:---4- --,,,
7- -------
The 14“. Janine Hopi Itredy,tnistor of
the Pimplier Temple, lo Dimon, presides
over the tisallidea of the tarried MOW-
dial (Maud' lis the country.
Hg, nanditt, linoteh.lrislitititi that he
10, Dr Brady has 14011 sip the Temple
flosncially and numerirally, and wary
lie Is the paator of a dark of I too.
Dr Bratty devotee himself with un-
flagging mum* to anything ho under-
takes. The chief eharaeteriatie of his
ministry has been MOW, In number,
financial condition and moral and spirit.
ual irrowt. He is a man of plain, but
vigorous words. 8o much has been said
and written about Dr. Brady-his work,
his progreastee methods, It, eloquent*
and his power as a minister, that the
following letter from him will be con-
vincing and helpfhl to many persona be-
sides the large number who are every
Sunday influenoed for good by his pow.
erful preaching. He writes:
Boston, Sept. 27, 1897
Paine's celery compound, if widely
and wisely used, would relieve nervous
nem, soothe restlessness, reduce sickness,
strengthen the body, invigorage the
mind, and add years of happiness to life.
JAMES BOYD BRADY,
Pastor People's Ts mple,
The man or woman who does not take
time to gel well will sooner or later have
to take time to be ill.
Many live under the needles infliction
e . .*
of 101111100101i, hut vuestires, eutiatiple
tiOn aml geMrral weekners, and *ardor*
the coital norns Inas Of health with0111
nenoldertnr bow easy the use of all
this illness iefght be remodied,
Nowlfol !JOT* and Soo& noorlatiment
is at the boltfim of all permanent
IDE Sp of he
l'ainses reiery compound looks out
for the inr1t4ona weakening of the nor.
volts system ?through malnutrition. It
give' a healthy tone to the stomach, In-
crease. the blood supply, quiet* and
equalizes (hi irritated nerve action and
promptly feeds the tissues when the
bodily vigor;ie at its lowest ebb, and
should not be further taxed.
The only cure, therefore, for rheuma-
tism, neuralgia or general debility that
is lasting in pa good effects must rest on
a radical cleansing of the blood and a
building up Of the nervous tissues. All
this is best done by Paine's celery com-
pound, because this remarkable remedy
begins at the beginning, wherever there
is disease, and establishes the health
firmly and 4eyond any fear of falling
back.
The wornMut person who can not
sleep shouldl take Paine's celery com-
pound. It hi folly to imagine that every
hour taken from sleep is an hour gain-
ed. Nothieg undermines health and
and energy like loss of sleep. The ner-






of sleep NS from lai.k of noariahreent,
pegliitiou Insured by until
Both may be oupolted and a heal'
eryloosipourid,
The stay slid Nat? of (mewl health te
W1111,1101111Shri4 and well.reghla1O4
Slant* lift eters from elettpleminallt
norrour timeline or headache may too
nip !bet every reservoir of nerve torso'
has lest; tapped and exhausted by wotiff
worry. too little sleep, or faulty 1301*1'
iahiztnzt . !pecans, of poor digestion
itasimilat ion As soon as ouch signal
nervous exhaustion are noticeid. Shake
hands, broken bleep, poor
wasting sleep. neuralgia or dyspepsia,
take ad•aute4e of the remarkable EV
storative and regulating *CUM di
Paine'', celery compound.
Nervous disorders increase in a
of compound ratio. It is a tho
times easier to put a stop to nervous die
bility in its earlier stage* than later OK
to correct nerve and brain exhatiettos„
that may be complicated by heart, kid-
ney or some other organic trouble.
Paine's celery compound must not be
confounded with any of the platudble
sounding, but really t-emporary make-
shifts, whose cures are never persna-
neat nor thorongtegoing, and only
bring deferred hopes that make the
heart sick Paine's celery compound is
the greatest nerve and brain inrigors-
tor and most reliable blood purifier $he
world has ever been blessed with.
following sums.
German Bank, /3,500; German Bank,
$2 940 ; T. J. Minary, $5,000; D. R. Cle-
mente. $250; Henry Donigan, adminis-
trator, $350, and We. Attie Neat, $8515
The total indebtedness aggregates 4111,•
PIC Mr Neat said that he would not
give an estimate of this wet., although
he thought that he would pay Mil dot
tar for dollar, Ile raid that the view,
Mani was precipiteted by swine pros
sure on the part of one of his creditors.
Judge Brown socepted the trait as
Raliginee, T. J. Funk becoming his
bondsman.
•••••••
oLARKBVILLII ON TEE HUSTLE
••••••••• mommas•
Merchants Porn) an Assool•tion to In-
crease Trade.
A Merchants' Association was organ-
ganized in Clarkeville Tues. night with
thirty firms as ebarter men,bers. The
object he to increase the wholesale and
retail trade of the city.
J M Bowling was elected Presidete ;
Joe Rosenfield Vtoe Pretidetit and .1
W McGehee Treasurer
SOON TO UST COMMISSIONS
Certificates Rsady to Be Mailed to
Judge OORk and Attoin•y Howell.
Circuit Judge Cook aud Common-
wealth's Attorney Howell, will receive
their certificates of election soon.
While the commissions of Circuit
Judges and Commonwealth's Attorney
recently elected can not be issued til
the State official (lento is made ahd thin
count waits on incomplete returns, the
S c etazy of State has beetle the prepa-
ration of eerefleatss, the result in all of
the districts Leila( wtd enongh known
to allow this much to proceed.
When the count is complete there
will be, under this arrangement, noth-
ing to do but to sign the certificate's and
mail them to those entitled thereto.
1 and 210 Union St.. Nashville, Tenn.,
JEWELERS & OPTICIANS.
(flimi Jewelers to Tensaw Owitoo•




The official Centennial Soaves!,
spoons can only be ()Wearied of them
0! bourse you 11 went one!
—Mail Orders Solicited. .
W. make a specialty of biting apes-
taoles to t needing ' help...to-read". Eyes exam.ned and carefully
tested, frititi of charge. Come see us, and tale this rustler over, and let MI
examine Mos eyes. Watches and jewelry carefully repaired.
See Our Exhibit in Commerce:Building Section 101-106,
B. H. Steif Jewelry Co., 208 and 210 Union St., Nashville.
I . 
• ei\STWOviiiii\Vire
• A Bonanza for the 
•
•





Tide is the time of the year
• Whets the most
• Jewelry, Watches, Silverware, Etc.,
is bought. All of our stock was new and
op-to-date amid we have a good deal of it
still on hand and
e Are Selling It At Cost.
ery day we are laying aside goods
t are bought for
•
CHRISTMAS PRESENTS
• NOW is the time to get your
choice of bargains.
B. 11. STEIF JEWELRY COMPANY,
•
• If there is anything in the jewelry line that we may not
• h ve in stock we will order for you at a slight advance above •
oleaale price. Thin is no fake advertisement but a Aright-
• fdrward business proposition.
• GRAVES & CONDY, Jewelers, ••
rafts.










I have just returned from the Eastern markets, where I have care-
fully selected and bought the handsomest and newest line of goods ever
brought to Hopkinsville, and paid the
SPOT CASH
for same—of course I bought 'em cheap and a call from you will con-
vince you that you can buy them the same way. My house is new open
for business and the public are cordially invited to visit this house.
Don't Forget the Place---Min Street, Next Door











s• ',me-tette-es- se, , .sn • ,
you put out tor that one thing! more.
sektooses Orchard.
But I turn frcm Maul's ere:bard to
Solomon's orchard. With his 'mu henui
be writes, "I made me gardees awe , r
chards," Not depene.ing on tile not e: ril
fall of rain, he irrigated thoetaurellarie
Pieces of the aqueduct thee watered
those gardens 1 have seen, ant the reser-
voirs are as perfect as 'when housands
of years ago the, masonee trow smooth-
ed the mortar over their gray surfaces.
No ore:hard of olden or Inoient one.
probably ever had its thirs Ito we II
slaked. The largest of • these reservoirs
is MO feet long. 201 feet wide and te0
feet dee p. These reeervoirs steeimion re
fere to wheu he says, "1 madet nie peels
of water, to water therewith the wood
that bringeth forth trees." etelemou
tused to ride out to that orch rd bete te
breakfast. It gave him an ap tette atiLl
something to think about alli the rtay.
Joeephus, the historian, repre+emte hint
as going ont "early in the moriing trent
Jerusalem to the faired rocks lof Etam.
a fertile region, delightful with para-
dises and running springs. Thither the
king, iu robes of white, rode in his
chariot, escorted by a troop of mounted
archers chosen for their youthi and stat-
ure aud cled iu Tyrian purple, witose
long hair, powdered with gold dust.
eparkled iu the sun." Alec' Soloneou
had taken his morning ride in then?
luxuriant orchards he would sit duwu
and write those wonderful things in
the Bible. drawing his illhstratiens
frem the fruits he hed that very morn-
ing plucked or ridden undtr. Acel,
wishing to praise the cethiug Caries. be
says, "As the apele tree aMong the
trees Rf the wood, so is nor inbreed. '
And wishing to describe the !eve of the
church for her Lord be writes. "teem
fort me with apples. for I gm sick of
love," and desiring to make retertmee
to the white hair of the ocuw i(-intr.:en,
and just before having uoticee that the
blessurus of the almond tree were !et bite,
he says of the aged man, "The almond
tree shall flourish. '' The walnuts und
the pontegnthates. and the Mandrakee
and the figs make Solocuunei Writings a
divinely arranged fruit basket
The Luxury of Religion.
What mean Solomon's orchards and
Solomoses gardens, fur they seem es
mingle, the two into one, &otters under
foot and pomegratuttes over liead? Te
me they euggest that relittion is a lux-
ury. All along the world bas lOoked up-
on religion chiefly as a dire necessity-
a lifebuat from the ehipwrecki a ladder
from the conflagration, a meta landing
place after we have been shoved eff the
precipice of this pewee Ae a Millie-
qUenee MO Melly MVP Mill, !.' We Will
await preperatiou for the Mere until
the Mash ea the ithiptereeki Mott' the
Ontiflegratien Is tti full Wes*, !Mitt' es
reach the brink of the preettame " Ne.
doubt religion is inexprestittly inipor•
tant for the last exigeucy. Hut what du
the apples, and the figs, and the tueleus.
and the pomegrauutes, and tile citron,
and the olives of Solomon 'I orchard
mean? Luxury They mean that our re-
ligion is the luscious, the arottiatic, the
pungent, the arborescent, the effiores•
cent, the foliaged, the untbrageous.
They mean what Edward Payeou meant
when he declared, "If my happinees
continues to increatte, I cannot support
it much longee." It means what Bapa
Padmanji. a Ifindoo convett, meant
when he said, "I long for me bed, not
that I matt sleep-I lie awake Often and
long-but to hold cumin:into* with my
God." It means what the eta colored
man said when he Was accostMl by the
colporteur, " Uncle Jack, how ere you?"
"1 is very painful in zny knee, but.
thank my heavenly Master, rut cause
to be thankfuL My good Meister just
gib me nut to make me aumble."
"And do you enjoy religionists much
now, Uncle Jack, as when you could go
to church and class meetings?? "Yes, I
'joys him more. Den I truss to de peo-
ple, to de meetings, to de sarthent, and
when I hear de hyniu sing marl do pray
I feels glad. But all did ain't like de
good Lord in de heart, God's ldye here."
It means sunrise instead of sundown. It
means the 11E11111On statue matie to sing
at the stroke of the morning eight. It
means Christ at the wedding en Cana.
It means the "time of the singing of
birds is come." It means Jarerniah's
-well watered gardeu." It means Da-
vid's "oil of gladness." It means Leah
ab's "bride and bridegroom. i It Meer'
Luke's bad boy come homeito I -
tiler's house. Worldly joy killer: Llt, ll
when he heard that Milan watts: ptured.
Talva died of joy when the Littman sen-
ate honored him. Diagora died of joy
because his three sons were crbwned at
the Olympian games. Sophoclbs died of
joy over his literary succeesea and re-
ligious joy has been toe ruuch!for many
a unnstian, ana nis sow nag apea -away
on the wing of bosannas. ,
An old and poor musician played
so well one night before his king that
the next morning when the ;musician
awoke be found his table covered with
golden cups and plates, and 4 princely
robe lying across the back of: a chair,
and richly caparisoned horses were paw-
ing at the doorway to take hint thrcugh
the street in imposing equipage. It watt
only a touch of what contest to every
man who makes the Lord hie portion,
for he hag waiting for him, dienct from
his King, robes, banquets, chariots, man-
sions, triumphs, and it is only a ques-
tion of time when be shall wear there
drink them, ride in them, live in them
and oelebrate them. i
Religion For All TIniell.
Yon think religion is a gavel thing
for a funeral. Oh, yes! But lolomon's
orchard means more. Relig on is a
good thing now, wht.n you are en health
and prosperity and the appetite is goexl
for citrons and apples and apricots
and pomegranates. Come int without
waeting any time in talking Recut them
and take the luxuries of retligiOn. Hap-
py yourself, then you can make others
happy. Make just one pereon happy ev-
ery day. and in 20 years you Will have
made 7.300 people happy. I tke what
Wellingten said after the hattle of Wa-
terloo, and when be was in pursuit of
the French with his advance gatard. anti
Coloael Harvey said to him, ' General,
you bad better uot go any feather, for
you may be &hot at by some stragglerin
from the bushes." And Well gton re-
plied: "Let them fire away. he battle
is won and my life is of no valne now."
My friends, we ought never tit be reck-
less, but if, through the pardoning and
rescume grace of Christ, you have gain-
ed the victory over siu aud tf erth and
bell you tired fear uothieg on the earth
or under the earth. Let all e sharp-
shooters of perdition blare a y. You
may ride on in joy trium t Reli-
gion for the funeral! Oh, y but re-
ligion for the wedeing bre.- fast, re-
ligion for the brightest spring morning
and autumn's most gorgeous mutate
Ineigion fur the day when the ',Rector
are up just as much as when tucks are
down. Re ligion when re lepirlitiell 14
easy AS well ate fot the last gasp, wee li
the ten:perature is normal 4 well us
when it reachem 104.
It may be a bold thing to say, but I
riek it, tbut if all pr ni.le, w ithrmt re-
spect to belief or character, at death
messed into everlasting hapi Mess, re
ligion fur this world us such a luxury
that no man or woman could afford to
do without it. Why was it teat in the
parable of the prodigal /1011 1the finger
ring was ordered put upon the returned
wendetrer's bend be fore the shoes ne re
ordernd ter his tired fee 0 Arenot oleos
more Important for our cou 1,41 thai
fleger rings? Oh, yes, but it Wits to iin-
press the world with the feet kliat lath
gien le a luxury as well as a eceseity.
"Put a riug on him head and shoes ou
his feet." 1.1 in mermouic or ex iortatory
or social recornmendutions of religion
we pat the chief emphasis on the fact '
ti of hanker-
iug after one thing mere, and that re-
lesion is att luxury, and that there is a
tentioote for all poisons, mid that
We had created in us an appetite ter
heaven, and teat it was a wholesome,
and saving thing for us to have dis-
courses(' eat the ponielegy of the Bible,
or God among tho orchurds.
The Mother's Pay Day.
What pay loc. a hard-working 'wither of
a family receive for het labor at the end of a
week ? The husband may
bring home his regular
wages. Some of the chill.




her pay for her











simple recompense of loving appreciation.
If any mother doesn't receive that much,
it's an awful pity.
It's a sad thing when the mother comes
down sick with overwoik or worry, or be-
cause some little weakness or disease 1. -.s
been neglected until it gets to be alarming.
it should never be allowed to get to this
point. She ought to be looked after right
away. She needs the help of common sense
medical treatment. Of course no one medi-
cine will cure everything. A medicine must
be specially adapted to its particular purpose.
If the digestive organs or the liver are out
of order Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Dis-
covery is a perfect and scientific remedy.
His " Favorite PreAcription " is specially
devised for weaknesses and diseases of the
womanly organs; and it is the most potent
remedy for these troubles which has ever
been invented.
Whcre both these conditions exist these
two medicines taken alternately constitute
• thoroughly scientific course of treatment,
which has been marvelously successful with
thousands of dyspeptic, debilitated and
nervous women.
"I take great pleasure in recommending Dr
Pierce's Favorite Prescription. 'Golden Medical
Discovery ' and • Pellets,' " writes Mn; Jed Law-
rence, South Hero, Grand Isle Co., Vt. " My
trouble was female weakness, kidney disease,
neuralgia, change of life and had flowing spells.
I took eight bottles of Dr Pierce's Favorite Pre-
scription. seven bottles of ' Golden Medical Dis-
covery. and seven small vials of ' Pellets.' The
doctors diil not help me any. I coold not sleep
night nor day. I stiff-etc-ft everything before I
began to take Dr Pierce's medicines. When I
began to use them I weighed too pounds. Now I




ror moue peculiar te women reel
guts, It solos u? the Nees es, litepreess
tho Appptitc, Lnriches the Woad, glvos
Lite, Health tufa fittingt h.
noon of Tonics.
TIAKES Tea COMPLEXION CLEAR.
FREE!ar,to...f Legit.21! PliI3 wait toeh
For sal,-; by aa (meters cc es." t direct
veon receipt of pr..ce by
NEW SPENCER MED. CO., ceaussores, Seca.
LADIES' FFECIAL Tr:PATMENT:
cases renta,::ag seteren
glyine setuptems, emcee Otero
Derurnmet. tv'ti rock on kernale
visesees eel t moire( e tele frr,e.
For Sale and le' '!te LI
R C. HARDWICK
Teeth. Teeth.
Extracted without pain for
ro.) cents with vitalized air.
A FULL SET OF TEETH $7
Thoth inserted without
plate.
Old and Broken Down
Natural teeth made as good
as new. Crown and bridge
en true both as a material splendor
and a spiritual de :nein. I do not teliet W ork specialty. All
God put all the flowers, and all they- t work guaranteed at
dons stones, and all the bright met; ts,
and the orchards in this little et( rld Lit IIII1U1
and ell the mute , and all the fountrins, Bglii rr, n 0 grit?! Pelifirs.
"4 r`ttra. Hew much was literal and Low
"eurative I cannot say, but
et. ..w two rows of trees on each
side of a river. and it differed from oth-
er orchards in the fat t ,hat the trees
bore 12 manner of fruit& ehe learned
translators of our ceremon Bible, say it
means 12 different kinds of fruits in ono
year. Albert Barnes says it means 12
crops of the same kind of fruit in one
year. Not able to decide which is the
more accurate translation, I adopt both.
if it mean 12 different kinds of fruit, it
declares variety in heavenly joy. If
it means 12 crops of the sume kind of
fruit, it declares abundance in heavenly
joy, and they are both true.
Variety? Oh, yes! Not an eternity
with nothing but music; that oratorio
would Le too protracted Not an eteruity
of procension on white horses; that
would be too long in the stirrups. Not
an eternity of watching the river; that
would be teo much of the picturesque.
Not an cteruity of plucking fruits from
the tree of life; that would be too much
of the heavenly orchard. But all man-
ner of varieties, and I will tell you of
at least 12 of those varieties: Joy of di-
vine worship, joy over the victories of
the Lana) who was slain, joy over the
repentant einners. joy of recounting our
own rescee. joy uf unibraciug old friends,
joy at tecegt ition patrierete, apolutles.
evangelists and martyre, joy of ringing
hunechies, joy of rekhittitig broken
friendehipe. joy at the explanation of
Providential mysteries, joy at walking
the boulevards of gold, joy at looking
at walle green with enenald and blue
with eupphire and crimson with jasper
and affiteh with amethyst. entered
throngh swinging gates. their posts,
their hinges and their panels of richest
pearl; Jo: that tInee is to be no subsi-
dence. no reaction, no te rrninus to the
felicity All that nutlike 12 different
joys. 12 manner of fruits. So much tor
variety But if you.take the other inter-
pretation uud say it mesns 12 crops a
year I ton with you still, for that intents
abriudattee That will be thenfirst place
we ever got into where there is enough
of everything. eneugh cf health, enough
ef light, emegh stmernal aseociatien,
.utetgli ot leve, enetugh of knowledge,
temueli ( f y. 'I he orchard:4 of this
lower world put ont n11 the•ir euergiee
ter a few days in autumn, and then,
tile:try melded nue crop. their bauntes
of foliage are dropped out of the air,
end all their lietteet ;:; toljourn«1 until
the mosseining to est. mat e.ey time.
But 12 te iu the heave July orchard
duriug that which en earth we call a
year DilittJ abundance periettuully.
The Heavenly Orchard.
While there is enough of the pomp of
the city about heaven for those whe
like the city best, I thank God there it+
enough iu the Bible about country scen-
ery in heaven to please theme of us who
were tont in the, country and never got
over it. Now yon may have streets of
geld in heaven. Give me the orchards
with 12 tnanuer ref fruits and yielding
their fruit. every month, and the leaves
of the trees are for "the healing of the
tuitions', and there shall be no more
curse, but thou thnme of IRS% 111111 Of tile
Lamb shall bee in it, null his *temente
'hall *eve him, mid they shall Nem his
fame him IMMO 0111111 Int in 011.11*
foreheads, and tbe ro shall Le no night
there, and they W. no candle, neither
light of the sun, for the Lord,God giv•
etli thou 'tight, and they shall reign
forever and ever." Put just think of a
place so brilliant that the noonday sun
thall to removed from the maetle of
that fur o st&ety we mutes have it the sky became it is too feeble a taper.
when tbe
opened, poor human nature ill take ' she nen
of the next iworld Is Yet tient of all ant I impressed with
that I am not yet fit for that 
FERD SCHMITT Agent
the risk and may. "I will wait until the place, nem yon u itlier. By the recon- Hopkinsville, Kv.
deer begins to open." But Id ow th' in ' etructing ane sanctifying grace of Christ
the radiant truth, that the table of God's we need to be made all over. And let
love and parden IS now laid with all us tot getting our passports ready if we
the fruits which the orchards bt God's want cowl into that country. Au earth-
supply, and they will come i and sit •
love and pardon and helpfui ttess can ly passport is a personal matter, telling
our height, our girth, the color of our
down with all the other Millimeter% ' hair, our ft atures, our complexien and
terrestrial and celestial. Oh; fetch on our age. I cannot get into a foreign
thee citrons, and the apples, and the ' pore en your patesport, nor can you get
went immortal went. my walnuts, and the pousegreuatee of Solo- . in on mine. Each one of 1111 for himeelf
friends. that will mon's orchard. Ot.(118 8 divine signature, written by the
rum you of you do not 1 la Pilate's Orchard. i wounded band of the Son of God, to
quo it Yon know what it is, and ! But having introduced yon tat Adani,x get into the heavenly orchard, under the
G. 44, 47 ', ',. and you bad better drop ' hard and carried you awhile through laden branches of ve•hich, in God's good
11'1, .tt14 arm lifted toward thet Solomon's orchard. 1 want, o talc • a time, wet may meet the Adam of the
te ee. eetieh before you pluck your walk with you through Pilate
ewe c -,:iiL When Adam stood on tiptoe of three- trees on a hill 70 feet
and took ID his right hand that one • ' • lk f - h • •
round peach or apricot or apple, eaten lem. After I had read that (ter great• of which the chuia-li in the book of
reached up si • pulled down the round, grandfather and greatigrandmether had eantieles speaks when it says: "As the
beau tint! A' , •r 1 our present residence. 'i been drivel, out of the first *chard, I apple trete among the trees of the wood,
Overvvor:ted artist overwronght trier- made up my tunnel that the Lead would s. is my beloved anteing the Fiona I sat
chant. aniten. :, 21 politician, avaricious ' not be defeated in that way. I said to Iowa under his shadow with great do-
tieculator, betumr take that warning myself that when they hid been Too. light, and his fruit wae sweet to my





Ciflills-1 and Nis,: 'IA has.
Pi ees a la i.us growth.
never Tails to Psetore Cray
Nair to its Toutt.11.1 Color. 1
CUrtd loeC7 diseases a sea haus.
ge, and LSO J
MATCHING MATERIAL
Is a tiresome undertaking w hitch often
results in fai I u re. arld el01110thIng"nela-
lly a match" is irever satisfactory.
There's one thing that you cannot
match; that's
tec-rn-si'icon
The Famous Silver Polish,
because. there Is 'mother like it. Nimr1/ r
• housekeepers use it, A trial quan-
tity which lament
FREE TO ALL
will tell you why. Then the secret of twau•
tlful silverware is yours.
Simply send your address on a postal
to SILICON, 30 Cliff St, New York
rE




r wee ei. 44,, re I.
mow! Bread in lied nod aine.s.on
aft. ...led ',wt. Non ru-o,n. Take
ekteromedd
wogs ",..• S.: nx918. A t A, II, or...44o
in .01:15 partienoaen. ie a0 1
.140114f few 01 4410 c- • prt
111•11 10 000 T•vi•onionels. NI•wer Pay,.
lir ht,tert7 t Place.





-.:Icers In South, liatr Wrtte
rtF.MF.D1. CO.„1107 folasoolle .
Chicago, III., for proofs at curs.. C.e•al, Ily 580,000. Worst oases eared in 11
o 85 days. 104)-onge hook free.
CATA R R H A LOttAL DISEASE/Mil CATARRH
1 is thi• result of








op-ris ?id 1•:1•ftilf, till
1.411 passion s.tillity,
sin tem iettamitia-
tem hese( titol mo-
t. elm the membrane
from Colds, Restores
h.. t..., 1,4••4 t4 'I e and stand bis quickly lib-
sorbed. tilers reillif at 0000. 511 rentii at
druatalsti or by math sample lo rents
I,: IX BM all Ens,
'tutu Pit., New York
. _ zeelt4leees e-e-es'eseesseenteseoetteneletereeeteeeteretess
FRUIT IN THE BIBLE.
REV. OR. TALMAGE ON GOD IN NA-
TURE.
The Crechards of Adana. of Solomon, of
Pllat• ;sad of St. John- Tbs Pothology
et the Itible-The Country Versos th•
City.
tCopyri,gbr, Ur, by American Press Ails°.
elation.]
NV Asti: ,rOlt, Nov. 14.-eDr. Talmage
finds milt, divine band in ail the (tomtit-
eats of the natural worlde and this &ter-
111.,11 prevents religion in its most radi-
aut attractiveness. The Wxt is Genesis
I u. -- The fruit tree yielding fruit aft-
er toe kind. -
It is Wednesday morning in paradise.
The teret eiet not sing their ceeening
piece, n: r y esh take their erst swim
until th, f . wing Friday. The solar
and Outer --, did not break through
the thii:e emote) fog of the world's
manuf i-e.ire until Thursday. Before
therttnere cs light, but it was electric
lige r seuorescent light, not the
1: en t f -r moon. But the botanic-
al t :t mological productions eame on
Wisireeday-first the tiowere and then
tne fruits. The veil of fog is lifted, and
tnere stand the orchards, Watch the
sudden maturity of the fruit In our
(..1111) pear trees must have two yeara be-
fore they bear fruit, and peach trees
three years. and apple trees five years,
but here e.o.tatily a complete orchard
springs toe._ all the branches bear-
ing fruit. Tete nutectile forces, which
have been their worst to destroy
the trues - 1)00 years. had not yet
ta gun : • ntiOn. The curculite had
net yet o ere plum. tiOr the cater-
pillar To. • iipple, nor had the phyl-
loxera ; stem , inch has devastated the
y Meyer \ ttienat and FranCe, as-
sailed um, atrapes, nor the borer perforat-
ed the a a 0.. nor the aphides ruined the
cherry. r t:‘- grub punctured the nee-
tartne. nt r ti..e blight struck the pear.
There sti-u .tbe first orehard, with a
perfectieu ef rind, and iin • t.iuisitt nese
el color, and a lune i.• , • - if taste
and an affluence of u . • ti which It
may take thoutend. ears more of
study of the science of fruits to repro-
duce.
The Orchards.
Why wets the orchard created two
daye bef, re the fish suet birds and three
days bet te the cattle? Among other
things, ei ,mpress the world wtth • !ket-
one i t 14 r, • stupid ill learn-that fruit
diet 14 ricn;thier than meat the le and
that the former must pretexts. the latter
The mates) there Ire In the world so
many tie -.telt ate! mettotial ie
that to n-y ea, .11proyett by thist
intallty 31.1. t that the or.
chards ef ereutote preeeded the herds
sad &emote tee dab penults, Let, theme
fruit hearing rues an the banks of tbs
Kuptaretea !tie Gilson and the Hid-
(Joke: wi usee not the* the eucient
Romans, :ere rant of our God, adored
Ponieue. tidess of fruite, and that
all the 4v!,..e... :elites were maid to wor-
ship iese - eat groves were set apart
• her te 1,,•1• , You have thanked God
for bread a eeted timea. Have you
thanked be : : ;ne fruits which he
made the first - ease of food in the menu
of tee world eible? The acids of thoee
treats to keit; • i,e world's teble from be-
ing insipid, anei their sweets to keep it
from being too sour?
At this autumnal season how the or-
ehasds breathe aod glow, the anives re-
moved, that the crimson, or pink, or
saffron. or the yellow, or brown may
the better appear, while the aromatics
fill toe air with invitation and reminis-
einem. As you pass through the orchard
co these autumnal days and look up
through the arms of the trees laden with
fruit you hear thumping ou the ground
that which is fully ripe, and, throwing
your arrus around the trunk, you give a
&hate. 'oat sends down a shower uf gold
anti en all sides of you. Pile up in
teeetees barrels and bins and on
she: - tables the divine supply.
But tn,eeet orchards have been under the
iteetteei of at least 60 centuries-the
,A,,rm, the droughts, the winters, the
t ,. • ese What must the first orchard
have :es ui And yet it is the explorer's
ter tile f.i e tear n the site of that orchard
ther- apricot, or au apple. or
an -se- - .ng but desert and deso-
late o 1 • : is not enough to forage
the ere, 7,.7 :Ione. much less to feed
hie . r. In other words, that
tilts/ enhard o a lost orchard. How did
the erepne: • end the proprietress of
AI; 'hat inter--, lamniation of fruitage
est tres rich eplendor slip their posses-
stem It was ;is now most of the or-
chards are o-nainely, by wanting
mere. A.-, tee :hey had to all the fig
trees, apt- • walnuts, almonds, ap-
ples--be-1,, . bushels-and were for-
bidden um ..-- of only one tree in the
orchard. ef,.• ettiefied with all but one,
they reached ter that aud lost the whole
erchard.
Go right down through the business
marts of the great cities and find among
the weiehers and clerks and subordi-
nates uneu who once commanded the
ummmercial world. They had a whole
orthar.i ef emcee seen but they wanted
lust ne .e tl s -one more house or
oue 01,7. -,at Or 088 more store
or ono es. re • „el or one more million.
They iuticht r that and lost all they
had gained : r wee more tree they loot
a whole or :. 17,/. There are businese
men all -er, eind us worried nearly to
death. Tee doctor tells thesn they ought
to stop. isei set or indigestion or ach•
ing as tie „se, „f the brain or ungovern-
able nert - tell them they ought to etop.
They restoy have enough for themselves
and their families. Talk with them
about cheer overwork and urge more
prndenet• eel longer rest, and they say:
'' Yee. y ei• oght After I have ac
come ale more thing that I have
on inv ,t I will hand over my busi-
ness n secs and go to Europe and
quit ttaa' 4 . f exhausting life I have
been liv:•ie r the last 30 yeare. " Some
morning 2 . your paper, and, look-
ing at the ". eel column. you find he
suddenly departed this life. In trying
to win just one more tree, he lost the
whole srchard.
Torbidd•a Truk.
-ler is a man with many 'Myles of
,.• t. rtainment and amusement.
He e- • - -.ilea, he plays tenpins in
prnere alleys, he has books on his ta-
ble, -tures on his wall and occasional
outitue,. ooncerta, lectures, baseball tick-
ets a H. the innumerable delights of
free, -111p, but he wants a key to the
; convocation. He wants
sees . t:. , with some member of a high
f ekless as he is affluent. He
. ....rad of a quiet Sabbath, one
et neat. He wants the stimulus of
str• ter -brinks. He wants the permis-
'1'1.- f a Profligate We. Tbe one mem-
:eerie:1p, the one had habits, the one ca-
✓ nsal, robs him of all tbe poseibilities
511. '11'1 • • rit enjoyments and noble me
4purat. lifetime. By Owe mouth-
' .rbidden fnot be loses a whole
orehard of fruit unforbiddeu.
You see what an expensive thing
atu It costs 1,000 times more than it
is slink. As some of all kinds of quad•
rupeds and all kinds of winged crea-
tures passed before our progenitor that
he t announce a name. from eagle
to ea - and from lion to mole, so Imp-
pose .lore were In paradise specimens
rv kind of fruit tree. And tu that
1111,,r- • orchard there Waa not nely
* the original fatuity of two,
tiut. frtut fell ripe to the greenlet
11.11d es never picked up to supply
wheue towns and •illattes if they had
exieted. But the infatuated couple turn•
.eway from all these other trete aud
fs eel this tree, and fruit of th•t they
• have though it coet them all para-
des
( story of Eeen is rejected by
▪ - ti an improtability if not an im-
n ..Ity, but nettong on earth is emit-
sr 7 r me to believe than the truth of
this relenic story, tor I have lieen the
stone thing in this year of our Lord
1.407. I could call them by name, if it
were politic and righteous to do so. the
men who bave ascrificed a paradiee on
earth and a parade* in heaven for one
em. Their houne went. Their library
went. Their good name went. Their
fleld of usefulness went. 1 heir health
Their soul









enenow, • . re wouin oe pro-
vided an antulote for the poison. I said:
"Where is the other tree that will undo
the work of that tree? W'here is the
other orchard that will repair the dam-
age reettIVeti in the tirst orchant?s And
I read 011 1111111 I found the orchard and
its -tenter tree us mighty tor cure as this
one had been for ruin, awl as the ow
tree in Adam's orchard had its brainlike
laden with the red fruit ef carnage. mei
tee pale fruit of euffering. and tee spot-
ted Veal of aud the bitter fruit
et disuepoitittnetee I found in Pilate's
tabard a tree which, though ttripred
of all itsleetvee and streck threugh by
en item bolt as let:g ae yeur arm, neve r-
thelcee tete the tie-lett fruit thutwas
ever gathered. Like the trees of the first
ercharee this was planted, blostumed
awl le re fruit all in oue day.
Peri was in:pester and vehement et
nature, met he leid hold of nett tree
wiet 1 eth atnts end shock it till the
ground ell round 1, eked like an ercherd
the inernitIV after an autumnal emeitiox,
tied. caretul leet he step en sone, of the
fruit, gathered up a baeketful of it for
the Galatians, creing out, "The fruit
of tee epirit is love, joy, pence, long
suffering, gentleness, petiteness, faith,
met kne teirreraime." The other two
trees of Pilete•te erchard WI re leeded.
the one Witli tut, nevi mote cencret y
and the other with the tender fruit of
repeutance, but the ceeter tree (how
will I ever forget the day I sat on the
exact piece it here it 'Was elauteelt-the
(enter tree of that orchard yields the
antidote tor tee poisoned nations. There
( Id Et:gland the hollow of a tree
where eying hid. and there is in New
leigland a tree in which a document of
national importance was kept inviolate,
add there Lave been trees of great girth
and immense shade and vast wealth of
fruitage, but uo other tree had sueh
value of reminiscence, or depth of root,
or spread el lirauch, or infinitude of
fruitage as the cotter tree of Pilate's
orchard. Pefore 1 pass this day front
under it I would like to drop on both
knees and with both hands outspread
and upliftul teward the beavens cry out
with all the- nations of earth and heav-
en: "1 belUse in God. the Father Al-
mighty, Maker of heaven and earth,
and in Jeans Christ, his only eou, our
Lord. who was conceived by the Holy
(thug. bon, of the Virgin Mary, suleer-
ed under Pontius Pilate., was crucified,
dead and buri (1. He descended into
hell. The third day he ruse front the
dead. Het necended into heaven and sit-
trth on tLe real I hand of God the Fa-
ther Almighty. Eton themet he steal
cutne to judge. the quick mid the dead,"
mt. theloes heehawed,
Now, Helm (11,41mm-ter the Menlo.
gy of the Mahe or tInd amid the or.
horde, litithig sheen you ntiiiiiee
timber,' and Pi.
late's eirebetil, 1 ill.ty tette you into St.
John's atill 1 ill stop there.
for basing wall that you will waut
see uothing more. St. Jelin himself,
having tele titut orchard, discharged a
vt- hole velley of Come! Centel Come!
and shin pronounced the benediction:
"The grime of cur Lord Jeens Christ be
with you all. Amen." Then the I an-
islu«I :::;_elist cicues the bock, and
the Bite? is done. The dear old book
opened with Adam's orchard and clone
with St. .1( Ines orchard. St. John we,nt
into this oreberd through a stone gate,
the black easalt of the tele of Panties,
to which he had le en exiled. That or-
chard which he saw was and is in heav-
en.
One perren will err in speaking of
heaven as all materiel. told unether per•
sem dem:rites heaven as all figurative
and sprite al, and Loth ere wrong.
Heaven is both material and spiritual,
as we are both material and spiritual.
W bile' much of the Bible account of
heaven is to Le tukeu figuratively and
spiritually, it its plain to me that heaven
has also a materusl existence. Christ
said, "1 go to prerare a place for you."
Is Lot a place material? God, who has
deem all the world building. the statis-
che' of stars so vast as to be a bewilder-
ment to tele.scopes, could have some-
where in his atarcal ray piled up a tre-
mendous world to t•:ake the Bible hefty-
first orchard and the Solomon of the
amend etre:hard, and the St. John of the




constitution undermined by ex-
travagance in eatincy:, disre-
rfardino• the laws of nature, oi
2Itysical capital all gone, if so
NINER DESPAIR
lutt's Liver Pills will cure you
'or sick headadle, dyspepsia
-Tim- stomach, mJaria, torpi.
-iver, con • :aation, biliousnes:
and all !:-cd dis•,•ases.
Tutt's Liver Pilh
an al;sc!ute cure.
eol A1.11 tle t !lettere:0m
A fact often overlooked, or not always
underwent, is that women suffer as
much from distressing kidney and blad•
der trouble as the men. The womb is
situated back of and very close to the
bladder, and for that reasou may distreto
disease or Inconvenience manifested
the kidneys, back, bladder or urivary
passage is often, by mistake attributed
to female weaknees or wowb tremble of
some Mat%
The error is easily made and may be
as easily avoided by setting urine sail.
tor tweet) -four hours; a Petlimout or
settling is evidence that your kidneys
and bladder :teed doctoring If you
have pain or dull aching iu the back,
pass water too frequeut'y, *minty
supply, with sneering or bureieg,-
these are also covincingpreofs of kidney
trouble. If you have doctored without
benefit, try Dr. Kilmers Swamp-Root,
the great kidney remedy. 1 he mild
and theextrsordinary effect will surprise
you. It stands the haitheet for its won-
derful cures. If you take a medicine
you should take the best. At druggists
fifty cents and one dollar. Yon may
have a sample bottle and pamphIceenth
sent free by mail. Mention aud send
your address to Kilmer & Co., Bing-
hampton, N. Y. The proprietors of
this paper guarantee the genuineness of
this ( ffsr.
_
The reeently elected Major of Great-
er New York comes of Southern stock.
His father was a Virgihian and his
mother a native of South Carolina.
From thit kind of stock the Mayor can
be put down as ail right.-Spriugtield
Herald.
Don't Tobacco Epit and Smoke Tour
Life Aw•y.
If you want to quit tobacco using ewe
ily an forever, be made well, strong,
magnetic, iv!' of new life and vigor,
take No-To-Bac, the wonder-worker,
that makes weak men streng. Many
gain ten pounds in ten days. Over 400,-
000 cured. Buy No-To-Bac of your
drugeist, under guaraet e to ours, 50e
or 81.00. Booklet aud sample mailed
free. Ad. Sterling Remedy (M., Chica-
go or New York
United States Consul Wallace., at
Manegua, Ripe the reporte of a Month
Allietil'all "Klondike" in Nieto-ague are
gremiellees, Ads/lets front the lieettior
state that tiething Is Ithown them of rich
geed strikes
Beeumattsia euette tie tobs,
"Mystic Care" far itticilluatisitu ono
Neuralgta radteally oures in 1 to d (hoe
Eta action upon the system is remarkable
and mysterous. It remove* at once the
tams° and the disease. immediately die-
app, are. flue tenet dem-great° benefits;
;5 eids Seald by R. 0. tiarderiek Drug-
gist tioptimertlie'
More than 10,000 persons are engaged
iu the manufacture of explosives in
England. Last year forty persons iu
the business were killed and 167 neared
by accidents.
Small pill, safe pee, best pill De-
Witt's Little Early risers cure bilious
nese. constipateon, sick headache. R. C.
besot e tele
••••••
A Chicago barber who was held up
by loutpuels was so badly seared that he
lost his power of emetvh. Unless tie re-
covers Int will tieve r be able to unlike a
living at his trade.
Just try a mu box en leasearets, the
!these liver aud Lewel reguiatur ever
u. ado.
"Trimmings' ' tne nein uuder which
eleohulic drinks are aieguised iu tbo
bills Englieh ladies run up at the Lon-
don department stores, according to
Salvation Army investmators.
You can't cure cerissumptiou, but you
eau avoid it and cure every other form
of throat or lung trouble by the use of
0111.. Minute t ough e ure. R. C. Herd-
s ick.
The McCreary Guards will be mus-
tered out December 22 at Fritukfort on
the expiration of their term of service.
There is already a move on rote to re-
orgaieze the company with Capt. Noel
Games as Caption. The company is
one the best kuovrn in the State, and
nas for several years held the champion-
ship of the Kentucky State Guard. The
company was called out during the ses-
sion of the Legislature, and has on set'
eral other occasions been called iutoser-
vice.
Yon can't afford to risk your life by
allowing* tole to develop tutu pneu-
monia or consult:melee. litlitont relief
end a certain cure are afforded by One
Minute Cough Cure. It. C. tialdwick.
The following is but a sample of the!
comments of the country prees on the
suejsct of ballot refortn. It is front the
Olihtou Democrat: "The blaelet bal-
lot is getting its usual share of abuse
since the late electiou. It is certainly a
great nuisance, and the legislature
ought, to take immediate eteps to &inn-
uate some of its euret features-notably I
the device for hunt-ideal candieetes. A
mail who is so twit:rant that he has to
be guided by a pictnre iu voting has no
business to vote."
When bilious or costive, ent a Caeca-
ret caney cathartic, cute guaranteed.
50c 2.5c
In Soutlemu Arizona the jail and pris-
on officials have their bends full in try-
ing to prevent the smuggling into their
institution of the seductive mariguana.
This is a kind of "loco" weed morepow-
erful than opium. It grows from seed
by cultivation in Seuthern Arizona and
in lelexieo. It is a dangerous thing for
the unitiated to handle, but those mho
know its use say that it produces more
raviehing dreams than opium. The Me x•
iCane Mix it mitil tobacco aud smoke it
in cigarettes, inhaling the smoke. When
used iu this way it produces a hilarious
spirit that cannot be equaled.
Quinine t baths toed eot drieks es
remedies fors t•fteti dertinge the
(unctions, open tilt, pores and make the
systelii suse. tO there e•old. Dr.
Bell's Paul Tar Honey goes to the seat
of thee troutile and cures the disease.
without the elighte st ittjunoue effect.
THE WAIL OF THE LOS
The National Sound Money League,
at its tweeting in New York ou the 9th,
reported a balance iu the Trehsury of
$10,863 42. It will be pleasing to Mr.
Bytiton's frienes to have this evideuoe
that his sal try has been paid slid that
there is toll tl margin left for lieu to
operate on. The Eastern eud of the
league seems to ba hopeful of the future
and ready to continue the tight. But
the wail of J. Sterling Merton, of Ne-
braska, imlicates Heat the Western end
of it has lost out. The Couner-Journal
has buried it in, Kentucky, and it was
scarcely heard of in Iowa and Ohio. Mr
Mortou deaounces the Democracy as a
conglomerate of all fanatics,. bigots and
idiots formed fur the purpose of auvo-
canto( the free coinage of silver at the
ratio of 16 to I. Commenting on the re-
sult Nebraska, he says: -It is very
painful to observe that this aggrege-
Hon may quite possibly make a niejori-
ty of 20,00U." Judge U. M. ROO. of
Arkansas, throws up the sponge and
suys: "lbere is no change iu this
State. There is an overwhelmiog ma-
jemmy for free silver in every couttrees-
jean' district." Mr.M. M C. George, of
Oregou,-reports th et that State is honey-
combed tnany places with financial
ignorance and err, r. Mr. F. W. Baker,
of Mi-souri, is mildly hopeful, but Mr
James L or Se Louts, says he is
not encouraged over the situation in
Missburi
The so-called National Democratic
party is dead. It died of paralysis of
the brain, superinduced by excessive
patrietism. The Sound Money League
of New York might as well tarn over
the $10,000 it hae in the Treasury to
Mark lianntes corruption fund and be
done with it. Everybody has at last
come to understand that the organitet•
tion which it has attempted to main-




One small bottle of Hall's Great Dis-
covery cures all kidney and bladder
troubles, removes gravel, cures diabt tee.
seminal emission, weak and lame back,
rheumatism and oil irregularities of the
kidneys and bleeder in both ,niett aud
women, Regulates bladder trouble
ehillireit. If not sold by your drtiggist.
will be pet by rvopipt tif $1.
tine mall bettle two month's Imo.
mew, mut win tits ally oilels
mentioned. W,
Kole menufacturer, P, U, Hoe
Wee°, Tries. died by T. I/ Ano
iseteud, Hoekineville, Ky.
READ THIS.
Clanton. Ala , March 3, P.97.-1 cer-
tify that I have been cured of kidney
and bladder troubles by Hall's Great
Discovery of Waco, Texas, and 1 can
fully recommed it. '
REV L. B. Poexpe.
All orders promptly filled. Setudj
Texas testimonials. eod
State Meeting
The second annual State meeting of
the Kentuchy Baptist Young People's
Union will be held in Versailles, begin-
ning Tuesday, November :t0, at 7:30 p
, and condones several days.
Eve Bo
---eserybode7-ise--elay
Cuscarete Candy Cathartic, the most
wonderful ruedteal discovery of the age,
pleaaaut and refreshing to the tatee, act
gently and positively on kidneys, liver
and bowels, cleansing the entire system,
dispel colds, cure headache, fever, hab-
itual constipation and biliousness
Please buy and try a box of C. C. C. te-
day ; 10, 25, 50 centa Sold and guaran-
teed to cure by all druggists
- -
Married Near Crofton.
Mr B W. Pryor and Miss Jane East
were married at the bride's home, near
Crofton, Friday, Rev. W. E AlcOord.
of the Universalist church, officiating.
The bridegroom is a hardworking and
worthy young farmer, and his bride is
a pretty and attractive girl.
Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey advancee a
new theory in the treatment of all
cough, lung and bronchial troubles. It
cores and cares. quickly. Abeolutely
herenleste and pleaeant to take It cuts
leose the 111U^00/4 without exertion or
straining and steepe the cough at once.
It heals the inflamed parts. It gives
vigor and vitality to the respiratory or
game. It enables the blood to re,-eive
the proper supply of exegete It builds
up the system, rendering it less suscep-
tible to cold. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
Catches Clerk Starling.
According to a decision of the Appel-
late Court, the Circnit Clerics of the
State will have to refund about $25,000
paid them in fees, to whieh, under the
new Constitution, they are not en-
titled. Circuit Olerk Starling. of this
city, will have to refund about $200
-
J. C. Berry. one of the beet known
citizens of Spencer, Mo , testifies that
he cured himself of the es-orst lone nf
piles by using a few boxes of DeWitt's
Witch Hazel Salve HA had been
troubled neth piles for over thirtt years
and had us, d many differept kindoe of
tioealled cares; but DeWites was the
one that did the work and he will verify
this statement if any retie wishes to
write him. R C Hardee:It
_ --
Just Six Per Cent.
State Supreme Court holds All inter-
eat paid in excess of 6 per cent to build-
ing arid loan aesociations is illegal.
— —
J M. Thirswend. of Grotbeck, Tex ,
says that when he has a spell of indiges-
tion, and feels bad and sluggish, he
tikes two of DetWitt'e Little Early
Riser( at night, and he is all right the
next morning. Many thoushaties of
others do the same thing. Do you? R. C.
Hardw ick .
Eloped and Married.
Mr. A. S. Powell and MiSS Lou Mitch-
ell, both of Kirkmansville, eloped to
Clarksville last Thursday and were
married by a Justice of the Peace.
_ _ease. este—_  
Warning :-Pereons who suffer from
coughs anti colds should heed the warn-
ings of danger and save therneelves unf-
it-ring und fatal resuite by usine One
Minute Cough Cure. It is an infallible
remedy for (toughs, colds, croup and all



















































Clairette is a pleasant, efficient soap for
laundry and general use. Works quickly and
well and injures nothing. Sold everywhere.
Made only by
THE N. K. rAIRBANK COMPANY. St. Louis.
-(.1;m33=1:030:03:=,:,xxr_
The Interstate Association of Live
Stock Sanitary boards, composee of the
State, Boards of Kansas. Nebraska, Mis•
sotto, Iowa, I Wiecousin, India-
na, blichigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Keutucky, Tennessee and Arkansas,
will meet at the Planters Hotel, St
Louis, December 2.
_
A Word er Two
to PlItTi rent from catarrh will not te•
unties if it cure can be offered. Ely's
Cream Been has become a favorite it i
all tiectiens of the United States Your
(told in the head will be quickly relieved
by it, and the severest attack of catarrl,
will yield to, and be perfeetly curet by
a thorough treatment. Caterrh is not it
blood disease, but au intlemnintiou of
the paesages of the mese aud throat, due
to climatic changes.
The daily income of the Czer of Rus-
sia is $25,000; the Sultan of Turkey
$18,teet; the Emperor of Almeria #10,000 ;
the German Emperor $8 000; the King
of Italy $6,500; Queen Victoria $6,500;
the King of Belgium $6,500; the }ireful-
deur of France $5,000; President of the
United States $125.
Caacarete stimulate hver, kidneys and
bow els. Never sicken, weaken or gripe.
itte
Lightning Hot Drops -
What a Funny Nam•
Very True, but it Kills All Pal
Sold Everywhere, Every Day-
Without Relief. There is No Pay I
 aimainammlie
FOR SALE IsY H. O. HARDWICK.
P WINPRE.E., • T. 8 KNIGHT
\I &
Real Estate.
The Undereigned having associated
themselves together for the purpose of
carrying on a general real estate busi-
ness. Will buy sell rent and exchange
real estate. We have excellent facili•
ties for conducting the business and will
edverthie preperty put Into our hands
free of charge, Parthte list ing property
tomtit or rent will do well to plane same
with us,
The followine is a pertiel list of prop,
erty in out bawls fur sale iti heat we
hese *time ehisites heroins,
A two-eters enttase on South Camp,
bell St lot Tintlohts, retentive bed rooms.
sittleg room, ei ming mom kitchen, lock
room and four parch. P, MI first floor
four bed moms, two iutnber moms and
a sevrIng mom on seemed floor; also
splendid dry cellar lex14 feet with brick
wails and Weer, good cistern, coal house.
meat house kindling house and servant
house. TERMS-One-third caeh, bal-
lance in four equal annual payments,
6 per ceut. interest on deferred pay-
tuenta.4
A nice cottage on 4th St , four rooms
and kitchen, porch, good out-houses
and cistern, price $900
Cottage 3rd St., "cheap," price $600.
Good cottage orf Broed and Thomp•
SOil Sot., four rooms, good cistern ituo
outbuildings, large lot, price $6e0.
230 acres of good land. miles from
Gvthree, iu Treed eouuty, Ky., of which
40 acres is in umber. This farm is in a
high state of cultivatien in one of the
best neighborhoods in the State, and is
well improved, him new cottage dwell-
ing, 2 tehant honsee, tobarmo biomes,
amide and otheo outhouses, plenty of
stock weer. This place is a greet bar-
gain , and if sold righ away, will take
$6,000 for it.
Two good resident lots on Main street
in Hopkinsville, well-located The only
vastant lots on West side of.Main street
for sale at a low price.
A firet-clase farm of 312 aeres,
welch acres is in timber, near Church
Hill, iu Chrietian county, Ky. Thee is
a tine farm in good condition, 150 acres
iu clover, dweiliug weth 6 rooms and
two porches, 4 tenant houses, good
stables, 3 tobionto barns, largei machine
hoots aud other good outhouses. A bar-
gain at $10,000.
200 acres of land between Nashville
road and L. & N. R. R. at Casky, Chris-
tian county, Ky. Will be eold at a bar-
gain.
100 acres of land near Garrettsbuirg,
Christian county, Ky. This is good
land and ought to bring $25 per acre 2
tenant houses on it and 2 Merits. Prete
$1,500.
A beautiful lot on East side of Main
street, Hopkineville, Ky. SO ft front
Main street and runs back to Virginia
street One of the mote desiruble va-
eant lots iu town.
23 town lots on Durrett avenue for
sale cheap.
Elegant lot 501200 ft on Jesup ave-
nee. Good home with 4 large rooms, 2
pore:hem cistern, outhnildings, shade
told front trees. Price $1,400.
:rouge and lot 60x200 feet on Second
street. House with 4 rooms, porch, cis-
tern and outbuildings. Price $1,000.
Honest and lot on Smond street 60x200
feet. House has 7 mems, porch, cistern
and outbuildings. Price $1.200.
W1•41"1:FF. KN1(111T
OMETHING NE
lame of the world't best cleanser
for a Mckelh gnoter economy in Spotud
package. 411 giocens. Made only hy
THE IPA 'MBANK COMPAS1
Oldcago, SL Itpuis, New York, Baden, Plitait•
t
The action bf Pension (.. om-iitesioner
Evans in appdintlng additional exami-
ning boards camposed entirely of Repnb-
limns and leaaing it to the applicant to
determine whech board he will go before
for i Iiiillinattinn is likely to produce sn•
. i .
other ooefliet iv, ith the civil service com-
mission, wise+ considers this a clear
violation of tae law. The outside put -
lic will enjoy ahe fight if it will only re-
sult in wipin ont the most trantparent/
fraud that sy r disgraced the statues of
the governm t.
William J i-ntiegs Bryan has contri-
buted $100 toahe Henry George memo.
Hal fund. He telegraphed that. it gave
him great pleasure to ada his name to
the subscripte!en roll. Maley of the sub-
ecriptions titt come in are from chil-
dren. It hasateen decided to make the
Henry George memorial fund a popular
one. That all may do so, a popular sub
ecription of tetncents has beeu fix d.
e-7-ies- - --
There is nal need of little children be-
ing tortured hy scald heed, eczema and
skin eruptionte De Wittei Witch Hamel
Salve gives iesitant relit f and cures per-





Designs of all Kinds
At Lowest Prices.
I buy direct at quarry. 1 sell direet to
the buyer. 13test of references. Your
order solicit
Robt. II I Brov.n
Cor 7th and Sts ,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
-Leave Hopkinsyille-i
No. 2, Mail and Exprese, daily, 5:20am
" 9, " :" " " 2:e3pm
" 14 Hopkensville and Princeton
accommddation 5 :00 p m
-Araive
No. 1, Mail send Exprese, daily, 11 :30 am
" 2, " :" " " 9 :50 p m
" 13, Hopkansville and Princeton
.. 10 :e0 a in
THE SHORT LINE
to Cincinnati, Louisville, St. Louis,
Cairo, Mentguthie, Vicksburg and New
Orleans, maging direct connection for
points in Arkansas, Texas, California
and
All Points in the
West and Southwest.
Through sleepers and free reclinine
chair ears frem Princeto to Memphis,
New Orleane and intermediate point&
E. M. SHERWOOD, Aar.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
W. A. Kgmeitere A. G. P. A ,
A. H. Henso , G. P. A.,
Louierville, Ky.,
Chieago, Ill
  t -
L. & S. Time Table
POL-TFI BOUND.
No. 55 Accont'dation departs 5:30 a. m.
" tee Fast hale  " 6:07 a. m
" 51 Mail 5:13 p. m.
" 91 New Orleans lim. " 8:16 p. m.
NORTH.
52 Chicago St. Louis lim. 9:41 a me
92 Mail .1  10:31 a. m.
54 Fast lino . ... 9:53 p. m.
lift A ccorrirnrafistinn srrivsw '7 40 11 111
Professival Car ds.
LR. W. M. PIQUA',
Physiciiin and surg,con,










J fiARNED. M. D.
Plo•iclati and
snri:V011.
01fItICIt *vet '1' %I. Joboa,
mom* Xfillt and levena,
0,pg.a..K mit m4.11416, Pita lel le NI,
Ropkiantilis, ity,
Dr. C. H. TANDY,
7."Z1   1-74 'Z.'. 7= T
Crown and andge ork a specialty.
Office over Richard and Oo's. store,
Main St.
Hunter Wood te -liter Wood, Jr.
liCINTER W001) & SON,
Attorneys-At-Law.
Office in Hopper Bee k up stars aye
Planters Bank





Old Mutual Benerii Life
Neware, New J e rsey
See their new contract.
Everything in the contract.
Loans and Real Estate
Are Spccialties with Us....
Office on West aide North Main, neer
Court-house, Hopkiurville, Ky.
CaTs & Wallace.
Dr. T. F. Stanton
Has opened a branch of his Veterinary
Holepitat and horse-shoeing shop on
Eighth Street, oppostite W. T. Bonte'e
carriage shop, Hopkineyille. Ky., where
he is now reedy to serve the public.
SKILLED MECHANICS,
who have been in his Pun ley for years,
shoe anyth ng from a race lures to a
mule.
N EW SHOES 25e EM:H.
TERMS :-Casth mor they contracts.
, # 'Ilk • .1416. • • 'Ilk °.116*. ' 4\ *mil\ '''*es. 'milk. 'II\ .tiW
Oaas. ettes ere utes dee ..v." 40' ase" • .009 41 40 .0" 4sor %or • .00' ..of • • Aor al • 400" mialmirtww
#i roLD HITE is AppnoAcHING ;:oR,s;
;I;;I;;I;
v./ And Ycou Will
Need ail' Overcoat.
We best selection rer brouerlit to this town. Long' ulsters ‘1.1.
• for men who ride. Medium wefghts in all colors. 0./
Short Nobby Coats for Young Men.
V./
.wes.
OR .14.. 4‘, 414:‘, .43i. 441k •
We sell thr! est rea,dy-to-we
4loods ran be boudht for elsewh
fit as you are. You, speak well




r clothing at lower prices than inferior
e. We are ju,vt as particular about the
f our clothing' and we get the benfit. it
TA
kr--1




Now is the time
to buy,1 before the
advaoce comes.
CTG iTz CO.
eels
